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Abstract
The thesis focuses on objective evaluation of disfluent speech of people who stutter. Stuttering
belongs among the main speech fluency disorders and is characterised by symptoms such as repeti-
tions of sounds, syllables, and words, prolongation of sounds, frequent pauses, revisions, incomplete
words. Even though that evaluation of the disorder is mainly performed on the basis of listening to
the speech recordings by experienced speech–language pathologist, the nature of this procedure is
subjective. Automatic methods relying on speech signal processing could help to current subjective
methods by bringing an objective view on speech disfluency. The main objective of the thesis is
to analyze disfluent speech by means of objective methods without manual intervention and find
out whether these methods can estimate the level of speech disfluency in recordings of different
speaking tasks.
The thesis is divided into four studies and the first one concentrates on read recordings of
disfluent speech. The study tries to determine whether the proposed measurements are able to
describe speech fluency in read recordings. It compares the measurements to the subjective eval-
uation of speech–language pathologists and attempts to select the most appropriate setting of the
algorithms. These measures analyze, for example, the amount of silence or the number of abrupt
spectral changes in a speech signal. All the measures were designed to take into account symptoms
of speech disfluency. In the study, 118 audio recordings of read speech of Czech native speakers
were employed. The results indicate that subjective assessment of disfluency in read speech can
be predicted by automatic measurements. The results also imply that there are measures that can
describe partial symptoms of speech disfluency (especially fixed postures without audible airflow).
The second study compares automated acoustic measures to behavioral measures of speech
fluency in two different speaking conditions (reading and spontaneous monologue) in the speech
of people who stutter. The main aim was to investigate the influence of the speaking tasks on
participants’ fluency levels. Participants were 92 adults (8 control speakers, and 84 stuttering par-
ticipants). Analysis of read and spontaneous recordings was undertaken by means of two automatic
measures selected according to the results on read recordings. The measures were able to estimate
the level of speech fluency in both speaking tasks (they correlate to evaluation of speech-language
pathologists with -0.83 and -0.52 in the reading and spontaneous task). In particular, the results in-
dicate that speakers with different degrees of disfluency react differently to the speaking conditions.
Fluent speakers, and participants with mild and moderate levels of disfluency tend to speak more
slowly when performing a spontaneous task compared with reading, while fluency of participants
with severe and very severe dysfluency was at the similar or slightly better level in spontaneous
condition.
The third study of the thesis describes experiments where automatic acoustic algorithms initially
intended to be used on stuttering Czech speakers were applied to recordings of stuttering German
speakers. The results suggest that it is basically possible to perform language–independent analysis
of disfluent speech. A short (fourth) part outlines an experiment on read recordings with delayed
auditory feedback.
All parts of the thesis together form a methodology that could assist to the present methods of
speech disfluency assessment by providing an objective instrument to measure the level of speech
disfluency in audio recordings of people who stutter.
Abstrakt
Pra´ce zkouma´ mozˇnosti objektivn´ıho hodnocen´ı neplynulosti rˇecˇi mluvcˇ´ıch trp´ıc´ıch koktavost´ı po-
moc´ı automaticky´ch algoritmu˚. Koktavost patrˇ´ı mezi poruchy plynulosti rˇecˇi, je charakterizova´na
repeticemi (hla´sek, slabik, nebo slov), prolongacemi hla´sek, cˇetny´mi pauzami v rˇecˇi a dalˇs´ımi pro-
jevy. Hodnocen´ı poruchy neplynulosti je zalozˇeno zejme´na na poslechu nahra´vek zkusˇeny´mi le´karˇi,
i prˇesto je ale jej´ı za´klad subjektivn´ı. Automaticke´ metody zpracova´n´ı signa´l˚u by mohly pomoci
v soucˇasnosti pouzˇ´ıvany´m metoda´m t´ım, zˇe by prˇinesly objektivn´ı na´hled. Proto je hlavn´ım c´ılem
pra´ce analyzovat neplynulou rˇecˇ mluvcˇ´ıch s koktavost´ı pomoc´ı automaticky´ch a objektivn´ıch metod,
a zjistit, zda mohou odhadnout u´rovenˇ neplynulosti rˇecˇi v r˚uzny´ch typech rˇecˇovy´ch u´loh.
Pra´ce je rozdeˇlena na cˇtyrˇi cˇa´sti. Prvn´ı studie se zameˇrˇuje na neplynulost ve cˇteny´ch prom-
luva´ch. Studie zkouma´, zda navrzˇene´ algoritmy jsou schopny popsat neplynulost rˇecˇi ve cˇteny´ch
promluva´ch, porovna´va´ meˇrˇen´ı se subjektivn´ım hodnocen´ım le´karˇ˚u a zkousˇ´ı nale´zt nejvhodneˇjˇs´ı nas-
taven´ı algoritmu˚. Algoritmy analyzuj´ı naprˇ´ıklad mnozˇstv´ı ticha v promluveˇ nebo pocˇet vy´znamny´ch
na´hly´ch zmeˇn v rˇecˇove´m signa´lu. Vsˇechna meˇrˇen´ı byla navrzˇena tak, aby se zameˇrˇovala na jed-
notlive´ rˇecˇove´ projevy koktavosti. V te´to studii bylo pouzˇito 118 audio nahra´vek rodily´ch mluvcˇ´ıch
cˇesˇtiny. Vy´sledky ukazuj´ı, zˇe automaticke´ metody mohou velmi dobrˇe odhadnout u´rovenˇ neplynu-
losti urcˇenou le´karˇi ve cˇteny´ch promluva´ch. Za´rovenˇ se ukazuje, zˇe neˇktera´ meˇrˇen´ı velmi dobrˇe
popisuj´ı jednotlive´ symptomy neplynulosti rˇecˇi (nejle´pe cˇetne´ pauzy v rˇecˇi).
Druha´ studie zkouma´ efekt rˇecˇove´ u´lohy (cˇten´ı a sponta´nn´ı promluva) na neplynulost koktavy´ch.
C´ılem bylo zjistit mozˇnosti algoritmu˚ ve sponta´nn´ıch promluva´ch a vliv rˇecˇove´ u´lohy na u´rovenˇ
neplynulosti. V experimentu bylo pouzˇito 92 nahra´vek (8 kontroln´ıch a 84 koktavy´ch mluvcˇ´ıch),
vsˇichni rodily´ mluvcˇ´ı cˇesˇtiny. Pro analy´zu cˇteny´ch a sponta´nn´ıch nahra´vek byla vybra´na dveˇ
automaticka´ meˇrˇen´ı dle jejich vy´sledk˚u na cˇteny´ch promluva´ch a dveˇ standartn´ı meˇrˇen´ı rychlosti
rˇecˇi. Meˇrˇen´ı jsou schopna odhadnout u´rovenˇ neplynulosti v obou rˇecˇovy´ch u´loha´ch. Korelace
s hodnocen´ım le´karˇ˚u dosahuj´ı koeficientu -0.82 pro cˇtene´ a -0.52 pro sponta´nn´ı promluvy. Vy´sledky
ale zejme´na ukazuj´ı, zˇe mluvcˇ´ı s r˚uzny´m stupneˇm neplynulosti reaguj´ı rozd´ılneˇ na rˇecˇovou u´lohu.
Plynul´ı mluvcˇ´ı, mluvcˇ´ı s mı´rnou a strˇedn´ı neplynulost´ı mluv´ı pomaleji a zhorsˇuj´ı se prˇi sponta´nn´ı
promluveˇ oproti cˇten´ı textu, zat´ımco mluvcˇ´ı s va´zˇnou a velmi va´zˇnou neplynulost´ı z˚usta´vaj´ı na
stejne´ u´rovni nebo se mı´rneˇ zlepsˇuj´ı ve sponta´nn´ı u´loze.
Trˇet´ı cˇa´st pra´ce popisuje experimenty, kde byla automaticke´ meˇrˇen´ı, p˚uvodneˇ navrzˇena´ pro
cˇeske´ pacienty, pouzˇita pro promluvy neˇmecky mluv´ıc´ıch koktavy´ch. Vy´sledky naznacˇuj´ı, zˇe
je mozˇne´ prova´deˇt analy´zu neplynule´ rˇecˇi neza´visle na jazyku, zde demonstrova´no na cˇteny´ch
promluva´ch neˇmecky´ch mluvcˇ´ıch. Kra´tka´ cˇtvrta´ cˇa´st pra´ce nastinˇuje experimenty provedene´ na
nahra´vka´ch koktavy´ch prˇi pouzˇit´ı zpozˇdeˇne´ sluchove´ vazby.
Vsˇechny cˇa´sti pra´ce tvorˇ´ı celek, ktery´ by mohl poma´hat v soucˇasnosti pouzˇ´ıvany´m metoda´m
hodnocen´ı neplynulosti t´ım, zˇe prˇina´sˇ´ı objektivn´ı na´stroj pro meˇrˇen´ı neplynulosti rˇecˇi v nahra´vka´ch
mluvcˇ´ıch s poruchou koktavosti.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Stuttering belongs among the speech fluency disorders. It is characterized by impaired natural
fluency of speech production (Conture, 2001). The symptoms predominantly arise in speech: repe-
tition (of sounds, syllables, words, or phrases), prolonged sounds, interjections, revisions, incomplete
phrases, and broken words (Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008). See Figures 1.1 and 1.2 for
examples of stuttering in speech signal. There is also an element of the disorder that influences
the psychological and social state of a person who stutters (Kalinowski, 2003; Ezrati-Vinacour and
Levin, 2004), and the disease has a notable adverse effect on the quality of life of a person who
stutters (Craig et al., 2009).
Although the pathophysiological mechanism of developmental stuttering has not been com-
pletely understood, there is agreement that the basal ganglia plays an important role (Alm, 2004;
Kubikova et al., 2014).Our incomplete understanding of the mechanism behind stuttering is prob-
ably the reason why its definition according to the World Health Organisation is quite general:
“Disorders in the rhythm of speech in which the individual knows precisely what he wishes to say
but at the time is unable to say because of an involuntary repetition, prolongation, or cessation of
a sound” (World Health Organization, 1977).
Stuttering occurs in the whole population regardless of education, economic level, or race.
Developmental stuttering typically starts between 2 and 7 years of age with a prevalence of about
5% in preschool children (Yairi and Ambrose, 1999; Mansson, 2000). Symptoms of stuttering in
most of the children disappear in the early years (Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008). The
symptoms persist into adulthood in approximately 1% of the population. The ratio between females
and males is estimated to be 1:3 for 2–10 yr olds, and the ratio does not remain stable with age
(1:4 for 11–20 yr old, 1:2 between 21–49 yr, and 1:1.4 for the population over age 50) (Craig and
Tran, 2005; Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008).
Beside developmental stuttering, the neurogenic (or acquired) stuttering can occur later in life
as the consequence of a head injury or neurological disease. This type of stuttering exhibits both
similarities and differences with developmental stuttering, and some cases seem to be indistinguish-
able from developmental stuttering (Alm, 2004).
The diagnostic of stuttering is usually based on the judgement of clinical experts. When per-
forming diagnosis, both the speech and also psychological state of a person are taken into account.
There exist several stuttering scales regarding the level of speech fluency performance, such as the
Stuttering Severity Instrument (Riley, 2009), the Lidcombe Behavioral Data Language of Stutter-
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Figure 1.1: Stuttered speech illustration. Repetition of a phoneme /p/ in a Czech word “splavem”
(weir).
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Figure 1.2: Stuttered speech illustration. Prolongation of a phoneme /l/ in a Czech word “listi”
(leaves).
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ing (Teesson et al., 2003), Kondas scale (Lechta and collective, 2004), or others, for example, scales
referred in Manning (2009). However, the evaluation methods are based on subjective assessment.
At the same time, automatic and objective methods can efficiently support the diagnosis of
fluency disorders and/or evaluation of therapy outcomes (Van Borsel et al., 2003), which could also
save time and effort of the speech–language pathologists (SLPs).
The study follows the previous research done by Ing. Petr Bergl, PhD, at the Faculty of Elec-
trical Engineering, Czech technical University in Prague (Bergl, 2010), who began to develop and
design automatic methods for stuttering and applied them to recordings of disfluent speech. The
current thesis aims to broaden the previous work by designing additional automatic methods (with-
out manual intervention), testing all the algorithms on read recordings, extending the experiments
to spontaneous recordings and evaluating the effect of the speaking tasks. Further, we had an
opportunity to try the algorithms initially designed for stuttering Czech speakers on recordings of
stuttering German speakers. Therefore, we would like to test the possible language–independence
of the algorithms.
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Chapter 2
The state of the art
This chapter gives a short state of the art in acoustic methods used in stuttering research and
related fields. It mentions the researches that were the most influential on the thesis. As the thesis
is divided into three main studies, more articles, thesis, and researches that are related to the
subject of the individual study are reported there.
2.1 Objectification of speech disfluencies
The current thesis builds on the previous thesis and research written and carried out by Ing. Petr
Bergl, PhD, who defended his doctoral thesis in 2010 under supervision of Doc. Ing. Roman Cmejla,
CSc. at the Department of Circuit Theory, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical
University in Prague. The outcomes of the research can be found in thesis (Bergl, 2010), and
research articles (Bergl, 2006; Bergl and Cmejla, 2007).
The aim of the study was to design algorithms that would be able to estimate automatically
and objectively the level of speech fluency disorder. The work is based on the assumption, that
there are no manual intervention in the processing of recordings and the recordings are processed
as a unit.
The experiments use 121 recording of read speech. The participants read a 70-word-long text
taken from the book Babicka (Grandmother) written by Bozena Nemcova, which is a part of
recommended literature for the 6–8th grade of grammar school in Czech Republic (children at the
age of 12–14 years). The range of age in the database was from 8 to 49 years. The highest number of
participant was at the age between 12 and 15 years. Also, all the levels of speech fluency disorder
were represented. Each recording was given an evaluation from two experienced speech fluency
experts who assessed the recordings independently, assigning grades from 0 (fluent) to 4 (very
severe disfluency).
The thesis presents several automatic and objective measures. They examine the ratio between
length of silence and speech parts, number of speech/silence segments, envelope of speech signal
energy, regularity of speech energy output, or voicing. Part of measures are based on detection of
significant abrupt spectral changes. Two abrupt spectral detectors were used: Bayesian Change–
point Detector (BACD), and detector based on GLR (General Likelihood Ratio). The analysis is
based on the number of changes made in a recording, and the distances between the changes or
their standard deviation. The measurements are independent on the length of the recording. It
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should guarantee their wide use for different tasks in evaluation of stuttering speech.
The highest correlation achieved by the measures are: the average length of silence with suc-
cessive removal of short silent/speech parts of signal, 0.793 (evaluation of the first speech fluency
expert) and 0.722 (the second clinician), further, the extent of speech fluency (number of significant
abrupt spectral changes), -0.782 and -0.783 for the first and second clinical expert, respectively.
Also, very good results were reached by the measure derived from speech recognition tool HTK
(Hidden Markov Model Toolkit) based on HMM (Hidden Markov Model) with very simple grammar
enabling any repetition of sounds. The measure counted the number of transition between sounds
(boundaries between phonemes). The correlations were -0.795 and -0.746 for both speech–language
pathologists.
The measurements results were also analyzed with the Wilcoxon test to determine whether they
are able to distinguish between individual levels of disfluency. The best results were achieved by
the measure based spectral changes (HMM, BACD, and GLR) which were able to find significant
differences between all classes (significance level 0.05 and 0.01).
At the beginning of the experiment it was hypothesized that different algorithms would correlate
to different kinds of stuttering symptoms. This was confirmed and it suggests that the measures,
which correlate with different speech symptoms, can be combined to a single and more successful
parameter. The parameter composed of a smaller number of measures achieved very good results
(correlation up to 0.839), their deviation from subjective evaluation was lower than that of individ-
ual measures. For example, one experimental system proposed in the thesis classified about 70%
of the participants at the correct fluency level, the classification error higher than two classes was
observed only in two participants, see Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The table shows the number (and percentage) of participant correctly classified by the
experimental system composed from individual measures in comparison with subjective evaluations
of two speech language pathologists, (Bergl, 2010).
The current thesis and the thesis (Bergl, 2010) were carried out on the part of the database
employed in the research (Lastovka et al., 1998). The research applied following parameters to
evaluate stuttering: total reading time in seconds, total time of pauses, total speech time, number
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of speech segments, marginal density of pauses (normalised histograms considering eight intervals),
marginal density of speech segments (normalised histograms considering seven intervals), table
based on the duration of pause and speech intervals. The best results were achieved when the
parameters were classified by discrimination analysis and leave–one–out strategy, 95% of recordings
were classified correctly, the rest of the recordings were classified with the error ±1, except for one
participant.
2.2 Rate of speech
Rate of speech is a measure which can indicate a speaker’s fluency, both in normal and disordered
speech. It could be represented in sounds, syllables, or words per minute. Speech rate of stutterers
has been extensively studied since the start of modern stuttering research. It has been found that
speech rate and pauses are potential perceptual cues for listeners attempting to discriminate the
speech of stutterers from that of nonstutterers (Prosek and Runyan, 1982).
2.2.1 Speech rate of stutterers and nonstutterers in different speaking task
One of the most influential research projects is the study made by Johnson (1961). The research
examined speech rate and disfluencies of female and male stutterers and nonstutterers. It was
carried out to address three issues: 1) to develop procedures of analysis; 2) to obtain normative
and comparative data; 3) to compare the achieved result to the other studies.
The experiment employed 50 male stutterers, 50 female stutterers, 50 male nonstutterers, and
50 female nonstutterers. Three speaking tasks were considered, spontaneous speech (at least 2
minutes, topic – job), description of a picture (at least 3 minutes), reading a 300–word passage.
The female stuttering participants were in the range from 17 to 41, with mean age 21.4, the male
stuttering participants were in the mean age of 19.6 years, the range was from 16 to 24 years. The
group of normal speakers ranged from 17 to 24 years, mean age of female and male group was 19.3
and 19.2 years, respectively. The majority of speakers were college students.
The following types of disfluencies were considered in the study: interjections of sounds, syl-
lables, words and phrases; part–word repetitions; word repetition; phrase repetitions; revision;
incomplete phrases; broken words; and prolonged sounds. Pauses were not considered in the re-
search due to the unsystematic naturel of judging what is a pause or not. The number of words
in a recording was also counted and used in combination with the length of the recoding to obtain
the rate of speech for each participant and task.
Each recording was assigned a score computed as a number of instances of each type of dis-
fluency. Also, the total score (considering the total number of instances) was calculated. This
constitutes the subjective evaluation. Recordings were scored by three investigators with a high
level of reliability (> 0.9).
The results of the speech rate study are presented in Figure (table) 2.2. The main findings
are: firstly, there are a significant differences in the rate of oral reading and the spontaneous task
(monologue, picture description). Secondly, fluent speakers as a group show higher rates, being
considerably more fluent, and more consistent than stutterers who reported a higher variability in
rate and were less fluent. The study also found an overlap of distribution of disfluency measures
(speech rate, number of disfluencies) between both groups in reading and spontaneous speech.
That means that some of the speakers who were considered as stutters are more fluent at least in
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certain aspects than some speakers who are regarded as normal speakers. The research pointed out
that there are some types of disfluencies that are considered as stuttering more than others, which
are perceived more as normal. The part–word repetition (repetition of sounds and syllables) are
perceived by listeners as to be more stuttering.
The overlap of the groups is considered as normal, because fluent speakers usually produce
some signs of disfluencies (Roberts et al., 2009), such that the number of normal disfluencies can
be even higher than of people with stuttering (Roberts et al., 2009). However, reports by Ingham
et al. (2012); Pinto et al. (2013) confirmed that the fluent speakers generally have a higher speech
rate (in syllables/minute) than stuttering participants in both speaking tasks. Simultaneously,
they observed that the difference between the speech rate in the read and spontaneous tasks is
more obvious in the group of control speakers and the speech rate of stuttering participants is very
similar in the oral reading and the monologue.
Figure 2.2: The figures in the table show the ranges and deciles of distributions of values for
speaking and reading rates in words per minute, for each task for 50 male stutterers (MS), 50
female stutterers (FS), 50 male nonstutterers (MN), and 50 female nonstutterers (FN), (Johnson,
1961).
2.2.2 Relation between speech rate and severity of the fluency disorder
The research (de Andrade et al., 2003) analyzes relation between stuttering severity and speech
rate. The study was carried out among native adult Brazilian Portuguese speakers. There was
19 female and 51 male speakers, aged 18 years and older. Each of the recordings was evaluated by
Stuttering Severity Instrument (Riley, 1972). Speech samples were obtained during spontaneous
speech and contained at least 200 fluent syllables.
Results indicate that the speech rate decreases with the stuttering severity. The more stuttering
there was, the smaller number of items per minute was observed. The conclusion applies for both
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units, syllables and words per minute. The results are presented in Figure 2.3.
Further, the article discusses neurophysiological processing in stuttering and attempts to iden-
tify possible subtypes of stuttering. It discusses the hypothesis of an asymmetry in brain activation
among stutters and fluent speakers.
Figure 2.3: Severity index and speech rate (upper part in words per minute, lower part in syllables
per minute), (de Andrade et al., 2003).
2.3 Stuttering recognition using Hidden Markov Models
The study (No¨th et al., 2000) is devoted to detection of disfluencies by the HMM. The research
employs 16 stutterers and 16 nonstutterers, all German native speakers. The participants read the
text “Nordwind und Sonne” (North Wind and Sun). For each recording the number of disfluencies
was known.
The speech recognizer (its grammar) was adjusted to disfluent speech. These adjustments were:
after each phoneme a silence or filled pause can occur; each phoneme can be repeated; after each
phoneme the syllable can be restarted; after each phoneme the word can be restated; and also after
each hot spot the phrase can be restarted. The hot spot is a location where an increased number
of disfluencies can arise. These additional rules helps to track stuttered speech.
The results show that the recognizer with adjusted grammar can be successfully applied to
stuttered speech. The system reached a correlation of 0.99, see Figure 2.4 in comparison of au-
tomatic measure and subjective rating. Also, another parameter, phoneme error rate, was highly
correlated to the number of disfluencies (0.95). Another conclusion of the research was that, on av-
erage, no significant differences can be found between stutterers and nonstutterers in the duration
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Figure 2.4: Number of disflunecies (counted by therapist, x axis) and hypothesized disfluencies
(detected by algorithm, y axis), (No¨th et al., 2000).
of phonemes. The same was found for words. The research also pointed out that pauses in speech
play an important role in distinction between stuttered and fluent speech.
Several authors also utilized HMM in stuttered speech research. For example, Wisniewski
et al. (2007a,b) uses this approach to reveal prolonged fricative phonemes and also blockades with
repetition of stop phonemes. The best result for the largest codebook was 80% of successful
recognition of prolongations of fricative phonemes. The experiments were performed with a small
database and the question remains how the algorithm would perform with a larger database.
2.4 Studies in other areas of speech research
The studies in different research areas of speech production, which have been influential for this
thesis, are introduced in this part of state of the art.
2.4.1 Second language learners’ fluency
Cucchiarini et al. (2000) investigated the quantitative assessment of second language learners’ flu-
ency by means of automatic speech recognition technology in reading. The research was conducted
with 20 fluent native and 60 non–native speakers of Dutch. The recordings were subjectively as-
sessed by nine experts. The automatic measures were based on the continuous speech recognizer.
The list of measures is specified below:
• Rate of speech (number of phonemes/total duration of speech including sentence–internal
pauses)
• Phonation/time ratio (100% x total duration of speech without pauses/total duration of
speech including sentence–internal pauses)
• Articulation rate (number of phonemes/total duration of speech without pauses)
• Number of silent pauses (number of sentence–internal pauses of no less than 0.2 s)
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Figure 2.5: Correlation among the fluency rating by the three rater groups and the quantitative
measures, for the whole group (n = 80) and for the non–native only (n = 60), NNS – non–native
speakers, NS – native speakers, (Cucchiarini et al., 2000).
• Total duration of pauses (total duration of all sentence–internal pauses of no less than 0.2 s)
• Mean length of pauses (mean length of all sentence–internal pauses of no less than 0.2 s)
• Mean length of runs (average number of phonemes occurring between unfilled pauses of no
less than 0.2 s)
• Number of filled pauses (number of /uh/, /er/, /mm/, etc.)
• Number of disfluencies (number of repetitions, restarts, repairs)
The results of the research indicate that it is possible to obtain a reliable subjective rating of
fluency. Reliability was high for all three groups of experts (Cronbach’s alpha varied among 0.9
and 0.96). The automatic measures showed a very high correlations with the subjective rating.
Six of nine measures exhibited correlation in range between 0.81 and 0.91, see Figure 2.5 (table)
for more details. The rate of speech appeared to be the best predictor of perceived fluency, the
correlations with three groups of experts varied among 0.90 and 0.93. Also, all automatic measures
are strongly correlated with each other.
The research suggests that there are two important factors in perceiving fluency in read speech,
these being the rate at which speakers articulate and the number of pauses they make.
Cucchiarini et al. (2002) applied the automatic measures based on continuous speech recognizer
(same as in Cucchiarini et al. (2000)) for assessment of spontaneous speech in further continuation
of research on second language learners’ fluency. We can see comparison between results on read
and spontaneous recordings in the research. The read part of the database was the same as in
the first experiment (Cucchiarini et al., 2000). Recordings of a group of 57 non–native speakers of
Dutch constitutes the spontaneous part.
The main findings of the research are: 1) the automatic objective measures can be employed to
predict fluency rating, although the predictive power is stronger in read speech than in spontaneous;
2) the objective measures indicate that speakers appear to be less fluent in the spontaneous task
than in reading; 3) the nature of the task can influence the performance of the speakers. In
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addition to point 3, there were two proficiency groups in spontaneous database, beginners and
intermediate. Each group carried out different spontaneous tasks. The intermediate group had
to perform a longer and more advanced task, requiring a high cognitive load. Conversely, the
beginners group performed a shorter task with lower cognitive load. This resulted in the fact that
the intermediate group seemed to be less fluent than beginners group.
2.4.2 Speech of patients with Parkinson’s disease
Acoustical methods have been also applied as non–invasive biomarkers of Parkinson’s disease (Sapir
et al., 2010; Rusz et al., 2011). Study (Rusz et al., 2011) examined 46 Czech native speakers,
23 were with untreated early diagnosed Parkinson’s disease (PD). Each of the patient underwent
eight speech tasks: sustained phonation of /i/, rapid steady /pa/-/ta/-/ka/ syllables repetition,
sustained phonation of vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ (all on one breath), reading standard 136–word text,
approximately 90 s monologue, reading 8 sentences with varied stress pattern, reading 10 sentences
with specific emotions, rhythmical reading of text containing 8 rhymes.
The automatic acoustic measures aimed at one of the speech areas phonation, articulation, and
prosody. The list of measures in various tasks was reduced to 19 measures such as jitter, shimmer,
noise to harmonic ratio, harmonic to noise ratio (phonation), rate and regularity in rapid steady
repetition, vowel area, relative intensity range variation, robust formant periodicity correlation
(articulation), percent pause time, articulation in reading, rhythm measured by dynamical time
warping (prosody). The combination of the 19 measures was used as a classification tool of patients
with PD.
The main finding is that 78% of subjects with untreated early diagnosed PD show some vocal
impairment. The impairment was observed in three subsystems: phonation, articulation, prosody.
The impairment occurs not only separately in one subsystem but also frequently in combination
with others. Figure 2.6 shows percentage of patients with affected speech subsystems. The most
affected subsystem in PD patients was phonation, followed by articulation as the second most
affected subsystem.
Figure 2.6: Percentage of PD subjects with affected subsystems of speech. PH – phonation, PR –
prosody, and AR – articulation, (Rusz et al., 2011).
The effect of the speaking task in patients with PD has been studied on imprecise vowel artic-
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ulation in Rusz et al. (2013). As before, the patients were unmedicated and were cases of early
diagnosis. Patients performed four speaking tasks: sustained phonation, sentence repetition, read-
ing passage, and monologue. A group of 20 PD and 15 age–matched healthy control individuals
were examined. The vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ were extracted from recordings of each task for each
participant according to strict criteria. The measurements were based upon first (F1) and second
(F2) formant frequencies, vowel space area, F2i/F2u, and vowel articulation index (VAI).
The main finding of the study is that the PD subjects manifest abnormalities compared to
healthy speakers in vowel articulation through the measurements F2u, vowel space area, F2i/F2u,
and VAI. Further, the measurements of imprecise vowel articulation can find differences in various
speaking tasks. The vowels extracted from monologue were the most sensitive for detecting abnor-
malities and difference between controls and PD patients, classification accuracy 80%. Sustained
phonation was found to be inappropriate for examining vowel articulation. The measurements
were able to find even minor abnormalities in speech. The research also pointed out that a certain
type of speaking task can be more useful in the search for difference between healthy and impaired
speech. More precisely, complex speech tasks such as monologue can demonstrate speech deficits
in the speech of Parkinson’s patients with greater frequency than other speaking tasks.
2.5 Objectives and hypothesis
This thesis aims to analyze disfluent speech of patients with stuttering by means of automatic
and objective measurements. The base of the thesis is formed as a collage of studies on automatic
objective measures of stuttering (Bergl, 2010; No¨th et al., 2000), studies of speech rate in stuttering
(Johnson, 1961; de Andrade et al., 2003), research of second language learners’ fluency in read and
spontaneous recordings (Cucchiarini et al., 2000, 2002), and study of speaking task effect in speech
of patients with Parkinson’s disease (Rusz et al., 2013).
The main text of the thesis is divided into three studies and one short experiment. The first study
of the thesis focuses on read recordings of stuttered speech. It serves to introduce all automatic and
objective measurements which were designed to describe speeech disfluency and take into account
symptoms of stuttering occurring in speech. This part directly follows the previous thesis (Bergl,
2010). In the first study, the main questions was:
• Are the automatic measures able to describe fluency/disfluency in speech of stutterers?
Speech fluency has been studied from different points of view (Johnson, 1961; No¨th et al., 2000;
Bergl, 2010) and in different areas of speech research (Cucchiarini et al., 2000). It has been shown
that fluency can be predicted by means of automatic measures. Therefore, we suppose that speech
fluency of subjects with stuttering can be estimated by automatic and objective measurements.
The second study extends the analyses to spontaneous recordings, it examines the effect of the
speaking task. It takes the findings of the first study and applies them to spontaneous recordings.
The main questions we would like to answer:
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• Are the measures able to estimate the level of speech fluency disorder in spontaneous record-
ings?
• How does stuttering speakers’ fluency differ in read and spontaneous speaking tasks?
• Does the level of speech fluency play a role in speaking task effect?
The hypothesis is that the algorithms are able to describe the level of speech disfluency in
spontaneous recordings of stutterers, however, we can expect that the results are better in read
recordings than in spontaneous (Cucchiarini et al., 2002). The second question refers to the effect
of the speaking task in stuttering. There exist several studies of speaking task effect (for example
a very extensive study (Johnson, 1961)), but there are only two of them which consider the divi-
sion of stuttering subjects into levels (Vanryckeghem et al., 1999; Blomgren and Goberman, 2008).
Therefore, we would like to broaden information about the speaking task effect with respect to lev-
els of speech fluency. Our assumption is that the control group as well as stuttering speakers will
be less fluent and speak at a slower speech rate in the spontaneous task and the difference between
individual groups of disfluency will fade. In the second part of the question, we hypothesized that
subjects across disfluency levels will be generally influenced to an equal extent. The study could
be compared to the research studies as Rusz et al. (2013) who studied effect of speaking task in
patients with Parkinson’s disease or study of subjects with Huntington disease (HD) (Rusz et al.,
2014). It also serves as a validation of the results from the read recordings.
The third part of the thesis applies previously obtained results and presents results of measures
on recordings of German native stuttering speakers. The measurements were designed to take into
account symptoms of stuttering and disfluent speech, they were originally proposed to be used for
Czech stuttering speakers but they do not take the specifics of the Czech language into account.
Therefore, the question we would like to answer is:
• Are some measures able to describe level of speech disfluency in different languages?
Because the majority of measures were designed in a way that does not take the specifics of
Czech language into account, they are not based either on dictionary or grammar, we can assume
that there would be an agreement between the measures and subjective evaluation of speech dis-
fluency in another language, in this German. However, there remains question how strong the
agreements are. The results of the measurements are compared to measurements aimed for Ger-
man language with stuttering–adapted grammar (No¨th et al., 2000), since we had an opportunity
to work on the same databases of read recordings.
The short fourth part of the thesis concentrates on read recordings with Delayed Auditory Feedback
(DAF). We would like to find out whether it would be possible to use the objective measurements
in setting appropriate delay for the DAF device in individual patients.
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Chapter 3
Methods
This part of the thesis introduces two subjective evaluation scales used to assess the recordings by
speech–language pathologist (SLP) and the automatic measures of speech disfluency. More detailed
description of applied methods (participants, recordings, subjective rating) is given in individual
studies.
3.1 Subjective rating of recordings
A reliable expert rating is essential to verify whether a measure is suitable for evaluation (Cordes
and Ingham, 1994). Therefore we decided to use two evaluation scales to get more insight on
participants’ disfluency. The first one is the modified Kondas scale (Lechta and collective, 2004).
The second set of expert ratings was produced by means of the Lidcombe Behavioral Data Language
of Stuttering (LBDL) (Teesson et al., 2003).
3.1.1 Kondas scale
The modified Kondas scale is a standard system used by Czech speech therapists for rating stut-
tering (Lechta and collective, 2004). The discrete scale consists of 5 stages (from 0 to 4):
• 0 is normal healthy speech (without frequent signs of disfluency),
• 1 is mild disfluency (up to 5% disfluent words),
• 2 is moderate disfluency (6%–20% disfluent words),
• 3 is severe disfluency (20%–60% disfluent words),
• 4 is very severe disfluency (more than 60% disfluent words).
The distribution of Kondas scale is rather logarithmic (Bergl, 2010; Cmejla et al., 2013), see
Figure 3.1.
The information for speech specialist who evaluated recordings and also the form are given in
section Appendices E and F (in Czech).
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Kondas scale, red curve represents logarithm of the number of
disfluencies, blue represents the level of speech disfluency on the Kondas scale, (Bergl, 2010; Cmejla
et al., 2013).
3.1.2 The Lidcombe Behavioral Data Language of Stuttering
The second set of expert ratings was produced by means of the Lidcombe Behavioral Data Language
of Stuttering (LBDL) (Teesson et al., 2003). We adopted the taxonomy in the experiment because
its results are valid and reliable when the system is used by experienced judges (Teesson et al.,
2003). The LBDL considers seven descriptors of stuttering symptoms:
• Syllable repetition (SR),
• Incomplete syllable repetition (ISR),
• Multisyllable unit repetition (MSUR),
• Fixed posture with audible airflow (FPWAA),
• Fixed posture without audible airflow (FPWOAA),
• Superfluous verbal behaviors (SVB),
• Superfluous nonverbal behavior (SNB).
We can also define summary descriptors. The individual categories form the overall category
which is subsequently normalised by the number of words in recording, which gives us a continuous
scale from 0 to 100. The number of words was counted by the evaluators. All the descriptors
are detectable in a speech signal except the descriptor SNB, which should be looked for in video
recordings. The descriptor SNB is not used in these experiments because the video recording was
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not available. The descriptors overall (all descriptors except SNB), repeated (SR + ISR + MSUR),
and fixed (FPWAA + FPWOAA) are considered in this thesis.
The reasons why this taxonomy was adopted in the thesis are: 1) when the system is used by
experienced judges, the results are valid and reliable (Teesson et al., 2003), 2) this taxonomy is
easy to use, 3) when using the LBDL with all its categories the measures which fit the most for
particular descriptors can be found. An example of using the LBDL in a quite similar problem can
be seen in the research on stuttering symptoms in Parkinson’s disease (Goberman et al., 2010).
The information for SLPs, examples of individual symptoms, and also the form are given in
section Appendices E and F (Figure 3) (information are given in Czech).
3.2 Objective measures of speech fluency
This stage is dedicated to automatic and objective measures of speech fluency. Several measures of
fluency were introduced in Chapter 2. Many of them are based on the manual extraction of speech
parts (Yaruss and Conture, 1993; Robb et al., 1998; Healey and Gutkin, 1984; Hall and Yairi, 1992).
Also, several studies introduced measures that can automatically process the entire speech signal
without any external interference (Cucchiarini et al., 2000; No¨th et al., 2000; Wisniewski et al.,
2007a).
The measures were designed to be independent of any manual intervention and they take stut-
tering speech symptoms into account. Several of the measurements introduced here were presented
in Bergl (2010). Three measures in Bergl (2010) were based on distribution of speech and silence
parts of speech (speech/silence rate, number of speech and silence parts, and average length of
silence), two on energy of speech signal (number of energy edges, histograms), regularity of speech
energy, regularity of voicing. Moreover, the study described measures based on frequency analy-
sis of the speech signal, in particular, analysis based on detection of abrupt spectral changes by
Bayesian change–point detector (BACD). These measures were: average number of abrupt spec-
tral changes, analysis of interval between spectral changes, variability of intervals between spectral
changes. Furthermore, the the measures were tested using different spectral changes detectors,
the first one, mentioned BACD, then GLR (General Likelihood Ratio), and HTK (Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit).
In the current study, we take the measures designed by Bergl (2010) as well three novel measures
and apply them to different recordings of disfluent speech. The automatic measurements designed
to estimate the level of the speech fluency disorder in this thesis are listed below:
• The average length of silence (ALS)
• The regularity of speech energy (RSE)
• The regularity of voicing (REV)
• The extent of speech fluency (ESF)
• The spacing when exceeding the threshold (SET)
• The standard deviation of 11 successive intervals (SDI11)
• The average number of spectral changes in short intervals (SCSI)
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• The number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI)
• The rate of speech using continuous speech recognizer (ROS)
3.2.1 The average length of silence (ALS)
The first algorithm, the average length of silence (ALS), uses the voice activity detector (VAD)
and assumes that subjects with stuttering have more silence and pauses in speech than healthy
subjects do. The study (Prosek and Runyan, 1982) reported that pauses are potential perceptual
cues for listeners attempting to discriminate the speech of stutterers from that of non–stutterers.
When the placement, number and length of all silences in a speech signal are known, the average
duration of silent parts can be computed:
ALS =
1
NSIL
NSIL∑
i=1
TSILENCE(i), (3.1)
where TSILENCE(i) is the duration in seconds of the ith segment of silence and NSIL is the number
of segments of silence. See Figure 3.2, where in part (a), the speech signal, and in (b), the detected
voice activity are depicted. The final value of the ALS is modified by summing up with 1 (to avoid
the situation when the ALS equals 0) and then using the logarithm.
To make the difference between fluent and disfluent speech greater, an innovative procedure was
developed (Bergl, 2010). Short speech parts, such as repetition, superfluous verbal behaviour, and
parts of incorrectly pronounced words, could be removed by this method and the amount of silence
increased in a speech signal with such disfluencies. The procedure uses successive removals of short
segments of speech and silence. First, the speech segments shorter than 125 ms are removed (silent
segments shorter than 125/2 ms are removed at the same time), next, there follows 150 ms, and
this process continues up to the value 5000 ms. The procedure is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 (b)
and (c). In this example, the ALS (without taking the logarithm and adding 1) is approximately
0.2 s (in (b)) and after removing intervals shorter than 150 ms, the ALS rises to 1 s (in (c)). The
results presented in the results section are for the time limit values from 125 to 1500 ms.
3.2.2 The regularity of speech energy (RSE)
Changes in the tempo of speech are typical of disfluent speech, where the intervals of an ordinary
speech rate alternate with intervals of a low speech rate. This irregularity can be observed in the
irregular release of energy.
The following procedure calculates the regularity of speech energy (RSE): 1) square root of
signal samples En; 2) these values are successively added into the accumulator; 3) when the value
of the accumulator is lower than a threshold Th, then step 2) is repeated, in the opposite case
(a threshold has been exceeded, cumsum(En)= Th), the accumulator resets and the time of the
threshold exceeding is stored. See Figure 3.3 for an example of a speech signal (a), its accumulator
curve (b), and the positions of threshold exceeding (c). The process results in the series of the
indices indicating a threshold exceeding. Their average number, mean distance, or variation can
be examined. The RSE investigates the mean distance between the indices:
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Figure 3.2: Steps of the calculation of the measure ALS. (a) Speech signal, repetition of the Czech
word “k k kvitky” (flowers). (b) VAD detection. (c) Modified VAD output after successively
removing speech segments shorter than 150 ms and silences shorter than 150/2 ms.
RSE =
1
NACC − 1
NACC−1∑
i=1
TACC(i), (3.2)
where NACC is the number of indices and TACC is the time in seconds between two successive
indices (see Figure 3.3 (c)). When we take the part of the signal in the figure as an example, the
RSE of this fluently pronounced word is 0.024.
Previous experiments showed that one threshold does not work for the whole database. There-
fore, an adaptive threshold is computed on the basis of the signal energy for each separate signal.
The procedure for its calculation includes: the square root of the signal samples are filtered by
a filter (an integrator with coefficient a= [1 -0.995]), then it is smoothed by a lowpass Butterworth
filter with cutoff frequency 30 Hz. The threshold value is determined as a fraction of the kth high-
est maximum of this energy curve. The tested input values were: for the multiplication constant,
from 0.25 to 2, and for the kth highest maximum, from 1 to 17. The best setting (1.5 for the
multiplication constant and k = 15) were obtained experimentally by comparison to the control
data and are presented in the result section.
3.2.3 The regularity of voicing (REV)
In the review section of the thesis several of the researches studied measurements based funda-
mental frequency (Healey and Gutkin, 1984; Healey and Ramig, 1986; Hall and Yairi, 1992). The
measurement regularity of voicing (REV) attempt to use information derived from fundamental
frequency for assessment of disfluency.
The basic step in the procedure is detection of voiced intervals and computation of the funda-
mental frequency F0 for these intervals. This part of procedure is calculated in Praat (Boersma,
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Figure 3.3: The procedure for calculating the RSE for the example of fluently pronounced “podzim”
(autumn). (a) Speech signal. (b) The curve of accumulated energy and the threshold. (c) Positions
of threshold exceeding.
2002). See the calculated fundamental frequency F0 in the short time window in Figure 3.4 (up).
The data from Praat are later processed in Matlab script. Each value of F0 is added to the accumu-
lator (see Figure 3.4 (bottom)), when the value of the accumulator is exceeded the time point if the
exceeding is stored. These timestamps are then further processed. The procedure is very similar
to the measure RSE. The limit of the accumulator (threshold) is set individually for every speech
signal as median value of pitch period F0. The monitored variable is the variability of interval
length defined by threshold exceeding.
The information about F0 enables calculation of many different measures as jitter or shimmer,
however, Bergl (2010) did not find relation between them and speech disfluency.
Figure 3.4: An example of calculating the REV (Bergl, 2010). (top) Speech signal and value of
fundamental frequency F0 for each segment. (bottom) The curve of accumulated F0 with position
of threshold exceeding.
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3.2.4 The extent of speech fluency (ESF)
The speech rate has been found to be an important indicator of speech fluency (Johnson, 1961;
Ryan, 1992; de Andrade et al., 2003), and there have been experiments to automatically measure
the rate of speech connected to speech fluency (Cucchiarini et al., 2000). The measure, extent of
speech fluency, is very close to the speech rate. The significant abrupt spectral changes (AC) found
in a speech signal should correspond to the phoneme boundaries or transitions from speech to
silence (and vice versa). Therefore, the number of significant ACs should closely match the number
of phonemes. The Bayesian autoregressive changepoint detector (BACD) identified ACs in this
experiment. The detector is based on the analytical solution of the changepoint problem between
two autoregressive models (Ruanaidh and Fitzgerald, 1996). A detailed description is given in
Cmejla et al. (2013). The output curve of the detector shows the probability of a spectral change
in signal: the higher the probability, the higher the spectral change. The procedure of further
analysis is as follows: first, all spectral changes are found in a signal, followed by the selection of
those proved to be significant (i.e., which correspond to the phoneme boundaries). To distinguish
between significant and less significant ACs, a threshold is used. Following identification, the
procedures for the particular measures based on BACD start to differ.
The extent of speech fluency (ESF) counts the number of those significant ACs found by spectral
changes detector, here BACD, which are higher than the threshold and therefore they should
correspond to phoneme boundaries. The number of ACs is divided by the duration of the speech
signal, analogous to the speech rate. The ESF assumes that the disfluent speakers speak slower,
thus having a lower number of phonemes than fluent speakers (Johnson, 1961). In other words, the
more disfluent the signal is, the fewer ACs are found in the signal.
Because the BACD output curve includes both significant and less significant abrupt changes,
the following procedure is needed. The output of the BACD is filtered by a low–pass filter with the
cut–off frequency at 20 Hz (to smooth the BACD output curve). The local minima are calculated
in the smoothed output curve, thereafter the local maxima are found in the appropriate segments
(between two local minima). Many of those local maxima do not correspond to significant spectral
changes (phoneme boundaries) and they should be excluded. A threshold is utilized to separate
these maxima (Figure 3.5 (b)). Then, the significant abrupt changes are obtained (Figure 3.5 (c)),
their number is determined, and the ESF is calculated by the formula
ESF =
∑NAC
i=1 AC(i)
TSIGNAL
, (3.3)
where AC(i) is an abrupt spectral change, NAC is the number of abrupt spectral changes, and
TSIGNAL is the length of the speech signal in seconds. For example, in the figure there are 27
abrupt changes and the duration of this part of signal is 3 s, so the ESF of this fluently pronounced
speech is 9.
The analysis, carried out on the detector outputs from different participants, showed that we
are not able to use one threshold for the entire database. Hence a method of adaptive threshold
extraction for each signal was used. The threshold is determined as a fraction of the kth highest
maxima (the height of the maximum plays an important role in this selection). Several algorithm
settings were tested: from 1 to 9 for k, and from 0.1 to 0.3 for the multiplication constant and their
results are shown in results section in comparison to speech specialist evaluation. The best setting
(k = 4 and 0.15 for the multiple) was established experimentally by comparison with the expert
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rating. The BACD of a sixth order AR model with a window length 60 ms was used in the whole
experiment (Cmejla et al., 2013; Bergl, 2010).
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Figure 3.5: Identifying abrupt spectral changes. (a) Speech signal, Czech sentence “ozdoba sadu
uschovana byla v komore” (garden adornment was kept in the pantry). (b) BACD output, local
minima, and candidates of abrupt spectral changes. (c) Abrupt spectral changes.
3.2.5 The spacing between threshold exceeding (SET)
Two spectral changes define an interval of a certain length, and the difference in spacing of the
spectral changes could be examined to obtain additional information about the disfluency.
The start of the analysis is identical to the previous measure (ESF), here after identifying
the significant abrupt changes, the intervals between them are calculated. The histograms of the
intervals between spectral changes are obtained, and the relative number of occurrences is captured
(see Figure 3.6). The histograms are accumulated from left to right (the increasing line in the
figure). When the accumulator exceeds a stated threshold (in the figure, the dashed line at 0.8),
the value of the length of the intervals is stored: this value is a numerical representation of the
SET.
We experimentally examined several settings of the algorithm, including the input values of the
BACD and the threshold. The values were: from the second highest abrupt change to the sixth
highest abrupt change; multiplication constants 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2; and SET thresholds of 0.6, 0.7,
and 0.8. The best results, as determined by a comparison to the control data, were achieved using
the fourth highest maximum, a multiple of 0.15, and a SET threshold of 0.8, see the results in the
first study of the thesis.
There is an assumption that control (healthy) speakers accumulate faster (they have steeper
rises) than speakers with fluency disorder. The reason is that fluent speakers have more shorter
intervals, which is the opposite from speakers with the fluency disorder. This can be quantitatively
expressed by the interval where the accumulator crosses a threshold value. Figure 3.6 depicts the
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histogram and accumulator curve for a control participant (LBDL score 0%, Condas’s scale score 0,
SET value 0.15) and a participant with the speech fluency disorder (LBDL score 51.95%, Condas’s
scale score 3, SET value 0.43), to see the difference between fluent and disfluent speech.
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of spacings, the progress of the accumulator (steep line), threshold value
(dashed line), and the place where the threshold has been exceeded, for two speakers (control
speaker on the left, speaker with severe level of speech fluency disorder on the right).
3.2.6 The standard deviation of 11 successive intervals (SDI11)
Another approach to analyzing the intervals defined by abrupt spectral changes is to examine
their standard deviation. The measure called the speech fluency variability (SFV) was described
in Cmejla et al. (2013), and is defined as the logarithm of the standard deviation of the distances
between two successive spectral changes. The SFV computes the standard deviation at once, it
does not capture the order followed by the intervals. In other words, from the point of view of
SFV, it does not matter whether very short intervals follow very long ones, or vice versa, as we can
expect in disfluent speech. Their mutual and overall position does not play a role. The measure
standard deviation of 11 successive intervals (SDI11) take this into account.
The calculation of the measure is as follows: the first step is the identification of the relevant
spectral changes, then an 11-point moving average is used on the intervals between the identified
spectral changes (TAC). In more detail: the average of the first eleven intervals (TAC(1),..., TAC(11))
is calculated; then one moves one interval ahead and the average of the intervals TAC(2),..., TAC(12)
is computed. The standard deviation is calculated for this set of averages. This can be expressed
by the equation
SDI11 = std{MA11(TAC)}, (3.4)
where std means the standard deviation and MA11, the 11–point moving average. The logarithm
is used for its final value. The tested settings of the algorithm were the same as for the ESF. The
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highest correlation with the control data was achieved by using the fourth highest maximum and
the multiplication constant 0.15, more in results of the first study of the thesis.
3.2.7 The average number of spectral changes in short intervals (SCSI)
In Chapter 1, it was mentioned that disfluent speech consists of many prolongations, frequent
pauses, and broken words. The average number of spectral changes in short intervals (SCSI) tries
to capture these phenomena by processing the BACD output in short windows. If the output of
the BACD is processed in short segments, the difference in the number of abrupt changes could
be significant for segments with speech activity as opposed to segments with silence, taking into
account the comparison of disfluent speech to healthy speech. For participants with disfluencies,
it is expected that more silence appears in stuttered than in fluent speech (the average number of
changes in the window is smaller). The number varies and in many cases is zero. Conversely, the
number of changes for healthy speakers is more stable and the average should be higher.
The procedure of analysis using the average number of ACs in a short interval begins with
identification of significant abrupt spectral changes. It is followed by the processing of the detector
output in a short window. The number of spectral changes is found in each window and the average
number of abrupt spectral changes in the windows is quantified. The logarithm is used for the final
value. An example of this calculation can be seen in Figure 3.7, where the value of the logarithm
of the SCSI is 0.84 (it is a part of a disfluent speech signal with severe disfluency) and the window
length is 2 s.
The tested window lengths were 1, 2, and 4 s, with half–overlap and all used window lengths
reached very similar results. The studied BACD settings were as for the ESF. The window length
2 s and all settings of BACD are presented in the results section.
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Figure 3.7: Procedure for calculating the average number of BACD changes in a short interval.
(a) Speech signal, a part of the Czech sentence “choma´cˇe stare´ho list´ı b˚uh v´ı kam” (bunch of old
leaves God knows where). (b) Modified output signal of Bayesian detector. (c) Processing by
means of a window with marked number of abrupt spectral changes.
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3.2.8 The number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI)
This measure, the number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI), makes the same assumption
as the ESF, and combines the BACD and VAD. The algorithm looks for significant spectral changes
which are higher than the threshold and within speech segments, then the number of these ACs is
divided by the length of the recording (analogous with the speech rate). A very important part of
the NSI algorithm is the successive removal of short speech segments, a procedure similar to the
ALS measure. The time limits used in this experiment varied from 100 up to 5000 ms in regular
intervals.
The beginning of the procedure is the same as in the previous BACD algorithms up to the point
of identifying the relevant spectral changes, at which point one then implements the following step:
applying the VAD and spectral changes in speech segments are identified. The number of spectral
changes in each of the speech segments is determined (the number of spectral changes in the ith
speech segments is labelled as NAC speech(i) ) and finally the number of spectral changes in all
speech segments is summed up and divided by the length of the speech signal TSIGNAL in seconds.
See Figure 3.8 for a short demonstration of the method. When Nspeech is the number of speech
segments, the measure NSI can be written as follows:
NSI = log10
∑Nspeech
i NAC speech(i)
TSIGNAL
. (3.5)
There is also an additional step to this procedure, as at the measurement of the ALS, it is
the successive removal of short speech segments which increases the difference between fluent and
disfluent speech. The example in the figure shows a short part of the speech signal “Podzim na
starem belidle” (autumn at the old bleachery) where the value of the NSI would be 0.43. All tested
settings of the BACD are shown in the results section, the time limit for removing short speech
and silence segments is 1000 ms based on the ALS algorithm results.
3.2.9 The rate of speech (ROS)
The following measure, the rate of speech (ROS), uses the automatic recognizer of Czech phonemes
based on long temporal context (Schwarz, 2009). The measure is defined as the number of phonemes
found by the recognizer and divided by the duration of speech including utterance internal silences
(Cucchiarini et al., 2000). This measure as well as NSI and ESF should highly coincide with the
rate of speech measured as phonemes/time. The example of a recognizer output file is as follows:
0 1100000 pau
1100000 4100000 spk
4100000 5000000 p
5000000 5600000 o
5600000 6800000 d z
6800000 7200000 i
7200000 8400000 n
8400000 8700000 a
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Figure 3.8: Calculation of the number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI). (a) Speech
signal. (b) Speech activity output with successive removed speech and silence parts (1 – speech
activity, 0 – silence/pause). (c) Abrupt changes (dashed line) and ACs included in speech segments
(thick line).
where the first number represents the time of the beginning of the phoneme, the second number
the time of the end, and finally the phoneme (or event in the speech signal).
The very same measure was used in Bergl (2010), the difference between the previous measure
and the ROS is that a different speech recognizer is applied. The automatic recognizer of Czech
phonemes based on a long temporal context (Schwarz, 2009) is trained on larger database and is
tested in real situations; therefore the detection rate should be higher.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of speech fluency in read
recordings
The first study deals with the recordings of read speech of subjects with no speech fluency impair-
ment and participants with stuttering. Basically, it describes the first experiments on recordings
of disfluent speech.
The diagnosis and evaluation of the severity of a speech disorder are traditionally performed by
clinical experts. Several stuttering scales have been introduced, such as the Lidcombe Behavioral
Language of Stuttering (Teesson et al., 2003), Stutering Severity Instrument (Riley, 1972), but there
has been a need for automatic and objective methods. Such a method would be helpful in diagnosis,
the choice of treatment approach, and the evaluation of treatment progress and results (Metz et al.,
1983; Van Borsel et al., 2003).
The application of acoustical analysis could provide an objective and quantitative instrument
to mark the presence of stuttering symptoms and/or describe the severity, characteristics, and
progress of the disorder and its treatment (Kent et al., 1999). Studies (Di Simony, 1974; Metz
et al., 1983; Adams, 1987) have focused on the temporal characteristics of stuttered speech, inves-
tigating, for example, vowel duration and voiced stop consonant intervocalic intervals. The rate
of speech (manually measured) has been also recognized as a helpful tool for the evaluation of
stuttering (Johnson, 1961; Ryan, 1992; de Andrade et al., 2003).
Methods based on digital signal processing may offer insight into stuttered speech. A great ef-
fort has been devoted to studying the behaviour of formant frequencies, the fundamental frequency,
and the voice onset time (VOT). The transition of the second formant frequency has been studied
in Yaruss and Conture (1993), formant frequency fluctuation in Robb et al. (1998), fundamental
frequency and fluent VOT in Healey and Gutkin (1984), fluent VOT and phrase duration in Healey
and Ramig (1986), and fundamental frequency, jitter, and shimmer in Hall and Yairi (1992). Com-
puter programs can be efficiently applied to the objective analysis of pathological speech. The
computer system Multi–Dimensional Voice Program developed by Kay Elemetrics Corp. (Kay Ele-
metrics Corp., 2003), and the freely available PRAAT (Boersma, 2002), are among these programs
and provide several measures for speech evaluation. However, the disadvantage of these programs
is mostly the need for user control of the analysis. This can be avoided by using methods that
process the entire signal without user control. An approach simply using temporal characteristics
to find repetition and prolongation can be seen in Howell et al. (1986). Advanced digital signal
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processing methods have been employed for identifying manually selected stuttered parts of speech:
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients in Ravikumar et al. (2009), and Linear Predictive Cepstral
Coefficients in Hariharan et al. (2012). Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have been utilized in No¨th
et al. (2000); Wisniewski et al. (2007a,b) to reveal repeated or prolonged parts of disfluent speech.
A method does not have to look for symptoms of speech disorder: it could process the signal in
another way. Such a method could investigate the energy of the speech signal (speech envelopes)
(Kuniszyk-Jozkowiak, 1995, 1996) or could utilize Kohonen networks for the detection of speech
nonfluency (Szczurowska et al., 2009).
Research on other speech disorders and in different areas of acoustics could supply interesting
results and ideas. Maier et al. (2011) used automatic methods for evaluation of reading disorder in
children’s speech where the total reading time is one of the most useful feature. Articulation disorder
in children with a cleft lip or palate were investigated in Maier et al. (2009b), and patients who
have had their larynx removed due to cancer and children with a cleft lip or palate in Maier et al.
(2009a). Study (Godino-Llorente and Gomez-Vilda, 2004) has used short–term cepstral parameters
to identify vocal fold impairment due to cancer. Acoustical methods have been applied to non–
invasive biomarkers of patients with Parkinson’s disease (Sapir et al., 2010; Rusz et al., 2011).
Cucchiarini et al. (2000) applied a continuous speech recognizer to the quantitative assessment of
second language learners’ fluency. Nine automatic measurements based on temporal features of
speech, such as the rate of speech, articulation rate, or the total duration of the pauses, have been
employed.
The aim of the study was to determine whether the level of the speech fluency disorder can
be estimated by means of automatic acoustic measurements. Investigating recordings of read text
could be a step towards spontaneous speech which is more common in clinical practice, and clinical
experts would appreciate a method that could help with evaluating.
4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants and recordings
The speech signal database, which the read recordings are part of, was formed in past several years
at the Department of Phoniatrics of the 1st Faculty of Medicine at the Charles University and the
General Faculty Hospital in Prague. The database is very large and not all the recordings could
have been included in the experiments because of their technical quality.
The read part contains recordings of 118 Czech native speakers (28 women and 90 men) with
different ages and levels of speech fluency disorder. The age structure of the database is as follows:
Mean age 18.1 yr [±standard deviation (SD), 9.9 yr], the youngest participant was 8 yr old, the
oldest was 50 yr old. Fifteen recordings (5 women and 10 men) are utterances of speakers without
speech fluency disorder [mean age 27.37 yr (±SD, 7.4 yr)] and speakers with speech fluency disorder
were in age, mean 16.73 yr (±SD, 9.4 yr). See the distribution of participants’ age in Figure 4.1. All
participants read the standard text used by Czech speech therapists (Podzim na Stare´m beˇlidle),
the text is about 70 word–long, it is phonetically non–balanced, and it does not include tongue
twisters. The book is a part of recommended literature for the 6–8th grade of grammar school in
Czech Republic (children at the age of 12–14 years). The entire text can be seen at the end of the
document in section Appendices A. The average length of a recording is 66.1 s (±SD, 33.3 s).
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The utterances were recorded with a sampling frequency of 44 kHz. The signals were down–
sampled to 16 kHz for the subsequent analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Histogram, distribution of participants’ age in the study on read recordings (118 par-
ticipants).
4.1.2 Subjective rating of read recordings
The evaluation of read recordings was performed by two professional speech pathologists using the
Kondas scale. The evaluators assessed recordings independently and according to the performance
of subject and the best knowledge of the evaluator. The two judgements of read recordings were
merged for further procedures. In the case that the ratings differed (for example, the first assigned
the level 2 and the second 3), the higher level was adopted. The structure of speech fluency disorder
according to the modified Kondas scale (merged judgement of two therapists) is as follows: the
groups of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 include 15, 24, 41, 31, and 7 recordings.
One evaluator listened to the read recordings and wrote down the number of occurrences of all
LBDL categories in each recording. The distribution of evaluation on read recordings is depicted
in Figure 4.2.
In addition to the two evaluation scales, we also consider the rate of speech. The rate of
speech [words/time] was obtained from the number of words counted during the LBDL evaluation
procedure and the length of recording.
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the values of subjective evaluation made by means of the LBDL on read
recordings (118 participants).
4.1.3 Measures of speech fluency
Study 1 uses all measurement of speech fluency introduced in the Chapter 3 – Method. In addition,
the comparative measure the total reading time is also used. The measures are listed below:
• The average length of silence (ALS)
• The regularity of speech energy (RSE)
• The regularity of voicing (REV)
• The extent of speech fluency (ESF)
• The spacing when exceeding the threshold (SET)
• The standard deviation of 11 successive intervals (SDI11)
• The average number of spectral changes in short intervals (SCSI)
• The number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI)
• The rate of speech using continuous speech recognizer (ROS)
• The total reading time (RT)
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4.2 Statistics
The ability to recognize levels of speech disfluency was examined using the Pearson product–moment
correlation, the classification with the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and the statistical
method ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni adjustment. Firstly, all settings of each algorithm are
examined by means of correlations and deviations with respect to the expert ratings. Secondly,
the ANOVA analysis is performed for one selected setting of each of the four acoustic measures
to find significant differences between fluency levels. Then, the relationship between the acoustic
measures and all categories of the LBDL is evaluated by the Pearson product–moment correlation.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to examine the normality of the distribution of the data.
To demonstrate how the algorithms are able to separate all subjects into disfluency levels,
the LDA is used. The LDA (Harrington and Cassidy, 1999), a statistical technique, takes the
knowledge that an element from training data set belongs to a certain group/level. On the basis
of the elements’ mean and standard deviation, the discriminant function is determined for each
group from training data set. These discriminant functions could then be used for classification of
a new element. Because the number of participants in the experiment is rather lower, especially
in peripheral levels 0 and 4, we decided to perform the leave–one–out cross–validation instead of
dividing the database into test and validation group. When using this method, all elements of the
data set except one serve as the training set and the one element is used as the validation data.
This is repeated for each element of the data set, thus each element is used as the validation data.
The deviation ∆ is defined to assess the success of classification
∆ =
N∑
i=1
(|oi − ôi|). (4.1)
where oi is the merged evaluation of SLPs for the ith subject in the database, ôi represents the
estimated level for the same subject, the difference oi − ôi represents the classification error for
one subject, and N is the number of subject in the database. When inspecting the results, we can
follow the theorem: the smaller deviation ∆, the better result of classification achieved.
4.3 Result
4.3.1 Reliability of subjective evaluation on read recordings
All the read speech recordings were evaluated by two evaluators using the modified Kondas’s scale
and by one evaluator using the LBDL. As appears from the Pearson correlation and Cronbach’s
alpha (standardised), the expert rating (the Kondas’s scale) shows a very high relationship between
both therapists, a correlation of 0.91 (p < 0.001) and Cronbach’s alpha 0.95. The evaluation made
by the speech therapists was also compared to the subjective evaluation made by means of the LBDL
(overall), and here the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.93 (p < 0.001) for the first expert, 0.92
(p < 0.001) for the second, and for the merged evaluation: 0.93 (p < 0.001). The logarithm of the
LBDL evaluation was used because the Kondas’s scale is rather logarithmic (Cmejla et al., 2013).
The LBDL reports a high level of agreement in describing stuttering events and shows consistent
results for intra– and inter–judge agreement (Teesson et al., 2003). Thirty recordings (20% of the
118 recordings) were assessed twice to obtain the intra–judge agreement; the same 30 recordings
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were assessed by the second evaluator to obtain the interjudge agreement, similar to Goberman
et al. (2010). The lowest correlation coefficients across all descriptors for intrajudge agreement
were 0.87 (p < 0.001) and 0.89 (p < 0.001), the others exceeded 0.94 (p < 0.001). The results
for interjudge agreement also seem to show good results (> 0.76) except for descriptor superfluous
verbal behaviors (SVB). The agreement for descriptor SVB was 0.32 (p = 0.08). These events are
important but not as much so as the other events (repetition, prolongation, pauses), therefore we
decided to use this evaluation but the results related to the descriptor SVB are viewed carefully.
The results of the intra– and inter–judge reliability in the read experiment achieved a high level
of agreement, and we can conclude that the evaluation is reliable and applicable for the purpose of
this experiment.
4.3.2 Results of the ALS
Table I presents the correlation of the objective measurement ALS with the merged subjective eval-
uation (Kondas scale, levels 0–4), all tested settings of the algorithm are included in the table. The
ALS measure yielded the best correlation 0.64, the correlation rises with increasing time limit (the
scope of setting) achieving its top at 1000 ms followed by a slow decline. The trend of classification
deviation is the opposite; the deviation decreases with rising time limit (the classification is more
successful), one of the local minima is reached at the time limit 1000 ms ∆ = 89, but the smallest
deviation is 82 at the time limit 1500 ms (for details, see Table I). According to the correlation
coefficients and classification results, we selected the setting with threshold 1000 ms, which is used
in the following experiments.
The typical values of the measurement and correlation with the second subjective rating are
presented in Table IX. We hypothesised that the ALS measurement would rise with level of speech
disfluency and Figure 4.3 supports our assumption. Correlations with the second set of subjective
evaluation according to the LBDL are presented in Table XXIII. The highest correlation can be
found between objective measures and individual categories FPWOAA (0.73), and summary cate-
gories fixed (0.72) and overall (0.64). Agreement with other categories did not overcome coefficient
0.5.
The ANOVA analysis of the ALS measure found significant differences between levels moderate
and severe disfluency (2 vs. 3), severe and very severe (3 vs. 4) at the significance level 0.001
(details in Table XI). The measure classified 47 subjects into correct disfluency level, 53 subjects
were classified with 1–level error, and 18 subject were classified with 2–level difference from correct
class.
4.3.3 Results of the RSE
Correlation coefficients with Kondas scale and results of classification for all tested algorithm set-
tings are presented in Table II. The results show that the algorithm settings are robust, the
correlation for more than half of settings is similar (0.64 – 0.65, varying at the third decimal place).
The highest correlation reaches 0.65. Also, the classification results exhibit robustness, the classi-
fication deviation vary around 90 and the smallest is 87. According to the results, the setting with
k = 15 and ,multiplication constant 1.5 was selected for further analysis.
Typical values of the RSE measure and the measure’s dependency on the level of the disfluency
are shown in Table IX. See also the visual form of these values in Figure 4.4. The RSE grows with
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TABLE I: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation ∆
from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the ALS in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, the time limit for successive removing of short speech and silence segments
is the subject of setting.
settings [ms] correlation (deviation ∆)
125 0.35 (172)
150 0.34 (153)
200 0.36 (146)
300 0.40 (123)
400 0.46 (124)
500 0.50 (121)
700 0.56 (109)
800 0.59 (105)
900 0.62 (94)
1000 0.64 (89)
1100 0.64 (91)
1200 0.62 (98)
1300 0.62 (102)
1400 0.62 (112)
1500 0.62 (82)
the rising level of speech disfluency. Table XXIII includes Pearson correlation of the RSE measure
with categories of LBDL taxonomy. High correlation can be observed for ISR (0.66), FPWOAA
(0.65), and summary categories repeated (0.67), fixed (0.69), and overall (0.76).
The ANOVA, see Table XI, found significant differences for the RSE measure between levels
2 vs. 3 vs. 4 (moderate vs. severe vs. very severe disfluency) at the significance level 0.001. In the
classification task, the measure was able to correctly classify 44 subjects, 59 with error of 1 level,
and 12 with 2–level classification deviation.
TABLE II: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the RSE in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used.
multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 25 50 75 100 125 150 200
0 0.41 (150) 0.41 (149) 0.41 (149) 0.41 (149) 0.41 (149) 0.41 (149) 0.41 (149)
4 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127) 0.53 (127)
9 0.59 (100) 0.59 (101) 0.60 (101) 0.60 (101) 0.60 (101) 0.60 (101) 0.59 (102)
12 0.64 (89) 0.64 (90) 0.64 (89) 0.64 (89) 0.64 (90) 0.64 (87) 0.64 (89)
14 0.65 (94) 0.65 (93) 0.65 (93) 0.65 (93) 0.65 (92) 0.65 (92) 0.65 (92)
16 0.64 (92) 0.65 (93) 0.65 (91) 0.65 (89) 0.65 (89) 0.65 (90) 0.65 (90)
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the measurement ALS to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
4.3.4 Results of the REV
The comparison of all settings of measure REV and subjective evaluation of speech disfluency to
find the most suitable setting is given in Table III. The highest correlations ranges from 0.61 to
0.64 and classification deviations from 112 to 117. The setting marked as 0.50 seem to be the best
combination, correlation 0.64 and classification deviation 112. This setting was selected for further
analyses.
Table IX and Figure 4.5 show the typical values of the measure in read recordings and demon-
strate the trend of the measure with progressing disfluency. The REV increases with rising level of
the disfluency. A problem is that fluent speakers are, according to the measure, less fluent than the
mild disfluency group. Pearson correlation coefficients of the measure and second set of subjective
evaluation (LBDL) are presented in Table XXIII. We observed good correlations with ISR (0.55),
FPWOAA (0.66) and summary descriptors repeated (0.57), fixed (0.65) and overall (0.68).
Table XI includes the ANOVA analysis of the REV measurement. The analysis found significant
differences between levels 1 vs. 2 (significance level p = 0.05), 2 vs. 3 (0.01), and 3 vs. 4 (0.01).
The REV measure classified 45, 41, 25, and 7 with classification error 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
4.3.5 Results of the ESF
To select the most suitable setting of the ESF algorithm, the correlation coefficients of the measure
and subjective evaluation (Kondas) are presented in Table IV. Several settings overcome coefficient
-0.7. The highest (-0.77) was found for k = 4 and multiplication constant 0.15. This setting is
used for further analyses. Typical values for different levels of speech disfluency are presented
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the measurement RSE to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
in Table IX and Figure 4.6. The measure decreases with the growing level of disfluency. Pearson
correlation coefficients of the measure and second set of subjective evaluation (LBDL) are presented
in Table XXIII. We observe good correlation with ISR (-0.51), MSUR (-0.4), FPWOAA (-0.67)
and summary descriptors repeated (-0.63), fixed (-0.73) and overall (-0.76).
Table XI shows the ANOVA analysis of the ESF measurements. Significant differences were
found between levels 1 vs. 2 (significance level p = 0.001), 2 vs. 3 (0.001). Differences between
other levels were not significant. In classification task, the ESF classified correctly 57 subjects, 48
subjects were classified incorrectly of 1 level, and 13 participants missed their level of 2.
4.3.6 Results of the SET
Table V presents correlation coefficients of the all SET measure settings with subjective evaluation
on read recordings. According to the table, we selected an appropriate setting. The measure
exhibits robustness as several settings exceeded correlation of 0.7. The highest was 0.78 for the
threshold 80, k = 4, and multiplication constant 0.15, this setting is used for further analyses.
Table IX includes typical values of SET at various levels of speech disfluency for the selected
setting; a graphical interpretation of these results is in Figure 4.7. The measurement rises with
growing level of speech disfluency, the correlation coefficients are positive. The correlation of the
selected setting with LBDL scale are shown in Table XXIII. The highest correlation can be seen for
individual LBDL descriptors MSUR (0.56) and FPWOAA (0.74), while for summary descriptors
repeated (0.61), fixed (0.79) and overall (0.77).
The ANOVA found significant differences between levels 1 vs. 2 (significance level p = 0.05)
and 2 vs. 3 (0.001). Differences between other levels were not significant. See Table XI for details.
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TABLE III: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the REV in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, the time limit for successive removing of short speech and silence segments
is the subject of setting.
settings [-] correlation (deviation ∆)
0.01 0.32 (123)
0.05 0.61 (114)
0.10 0.63 (116)
0.20 0.64 (114)
0.30 0.63 (117)
0.40 0.63 (114)
0.50 0.64 (112)
TABLE IV: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the ESF in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used.
multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.75 (85) -0.73 (95) -0.67 (98) -0.61 (105) -0.53 (126)
2 -0.76 (80) -0.76 (82) -0.72 (96) -0.65 (102) -0.60 (105)
3 -0.75 (74) -0.76 (79) -0.72 (102) -0.66 (120) -0.61 (135)
4 -0.75 (79) -0.77 (74) -0.73 (95) -0.68 (112) -0.62 (127)
5 -0.74 (74) -0.76 (72) -0.74 (92) -0.69 (111) -0.65 (121)
6 -0.74 (87) -0.77 (74) -0.75 (87) -0.70 (112) -0.66 (125)
7 -0.72 (97) -0.77 (73) -0.75 (86) -0.71 (106) -0.67 (121)
8 -0.72 (93) -0.76 (75) -0.76 (82) -0.73 (106) -0.68 (121)
9 -0.72 (83) -0.76 (75) -0.76 (82) -0.74 (101) -0.70 (108)
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the measurement REV to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
In the classification task, the measure classified correctly 38 subjects, 60 with error 1 level, 20
subjects with error higher or equal 2.
4.3.7 Results of the SDI11
According to correlation coefficients of the measure and subjective evaluation (Kondas), which is
presented in Table VI, we selected the most suitable setting of the algorithm, k = 4, multiplication
constant 0.15. The mean and SD of the measure (selected setting) with respect to the level of
disfluency can be seen in Table IX or in Figure 4.8. The mean values increase with rising level
of speech disfluency. Table XXIII presents correlation of selected measure setting with continuous
LBDL scale. We observed good correlations in individual LBDL categories: ISR (0.52), MSUR
(0.52), and FPWOAA (0.65); while in summary descriptors repeated (0.61), fixed (0.71) and overall
(0.74).
Significant differences between levels 1 vs. 2 (significance level p = 0.001) and 2 vs. 3 (0.001)
were found by means of ANOVA analysis (Table XI). Significant differences between other levels
were not found. The measurements was able to classify 43 subject into correct level, 63 missing
the correct level of one level, and 12 subjects was classified with error equal 2 levels.
4.3.8 Results of the SCSI
Table VII displays correlations of the SCSI measure and subjective evaluation by means of the
Kondas scale. According to the table, we chose one suitable setting which is presented in further
analyses. The setting uses a short–time window of the length 2 s, k = 6 (sixth highest maxima in
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TABLE V: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the SET in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used.
threshold 60, multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 0.10 0.15 0.20
1 0.72 (94) 0.72 (77) 0.66 (91)
2 0.70 (110) 0.71 (89) 0.66 (111)
3 0.70 (117) 0.73 (92) 0.69 (106)
4 0.69 (117) 0.73 (94) 0.69 (101)
5 0.69 (110) 0.73 (107) 0.70 (102)
threshold 70
k 0.10 0.15 0.20
1 0.74 (89) 0.72 (93) 0.69 (104)
2 0.70 (106) 0.72 (102) 0.67 (106)
3 0.71 (105) 0.74 (98) 0.71 (107)
4 0.71 (107) 0.75 (103) 0.69 (106)
5 0.70 (113) 0.75 (104) 0.69 (107)
threshold 80
k 0.10 0.15 0.20
1 0.77 (98) 0.77 (90) 0.73 (103)
2 0.74 (114) 0.74 (104) 0.69 (115)
3 0.74 (114) 0.78 (103) 0.72 (118)
4 0.74 (107) 0.77 (105) 0.72 (116)
5 0.75 (104) 0.77 (106) 0.73 (114)
TABLE VI: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation ∆
from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the SDI11 in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used.
multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 0.73 (77) 0.74 (83) 0.73 (96) 0.72 (98) 0.70 (98)
2 0.73 (77) 0.75 (82) 0.76 (84) 0.74 (96) 0.73 (110)
3 0.71 (82) 0.74 (89) 0.75 (92) 0.73 (103) 0.73 (101)
4 0.70 (83) 0.74 (87) 0.75 (88) 0.74 (95) 0.73 (102)
5 0.70 (84) 0.74 (79) 0.74 (89) 0.73 (98) 0.73 (97)
6 0.69 (84) 0.74 (78) 0.74 (90) 0.73 (93) 0.73 (97)
7 0.67 (79) 0.73 (78) 0.74 (92) 0.73 (95) 0.73 (104)
8 0.66 (80) 0.74 (79) 0.74 (88) 0.73 (95) 0.72 (101)
9 0.65 (78) 0.73 (78) 0.74 (88) 0.73 (94) 0.72 (100)
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the measurement ESF to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
the BACD output), and multiplication constant 0.15. This setting reached correlation -0.77 and
classification deviation ∆ = 75. The mean and SD of the measure in dependence on the speech
difluency level is presented in Table IX and Figure 4.9. The measure values decrease with increasing
level of speech disfluency. Table XXIII introduces the correlations of the selected measure setting
with continuous LBDL scale. Correlation coefficients higher than 0.5 were observed in: individual
LBDL categories -0.53 (ISR), -0.59 (MSUR), and -0.72 (FPWOAA); summary categories repeated
(0.65), fixed (0.78) and overall (0.79).
Significant differences between levels mild, moderate, severe, and very severe disfluency were
found by ANOVA analysis, significance level p = 0.001), see Table XI). The only groups fluent vs.
mild disfluency were not distinguished. Fifty–five subjects were correctly classified in classification
task, 55 participants with error 1 level, and 10 subjects with error of 2 levels.
4.3.9 Results of the NSI
Table VIII presents the correlation of the NSI measure and subjective evaluation (Kondas scale).
We selected the most suitable setting of the measure according to this table. The results of the
algorithm are presented further with this setting. The ALS algorithm uses removal of short segments
of speech and silence, which was also subject of the setting. Because there exist a lot of possible
combinations and the tables would become very large, we present only results for threshold 1000 ms.
Further parameters of the algorithm setting are: k = 6 and multiplication constant 0.15. This
setting reached correlation -0.78 and classification deviation ∆ = 64. Table IX and Figure 4.10
present mean and SD of the measure in dependence on the speech difluency level. The measure
values decrease with increasing level of speech disfluency. Table XXIII introduces correlation of
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the measurement SET to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
selected measure setting with continuous LBDL scale. We observed correlations higher than 0.5 in:
individual LBDL categories -0.52 (ISR), -0.50 (MSUR), and -0.84 (FPWOAA); summary categories
repeated (0.63), fixed (0.85) and overall (0.82).
The ANOVA analysis found significant differences between levels mild, moderate, severe, and
very severe disfluency at significance level p = 0.001), see Table XI). The ANOVA was not able
to find significant difference between levels normal speech and mild disfluency. In the classification
task, the NSI was able to classify 61 subjects correctly, 50 subjects with classification error 1 level,
and 7 subjects differing from the correct level of 2 levels.
4.3.10 Results of the ROS
The measure ROS does not have various setting of the algorithm. The correlation coefficient of
the measure and subjective rating by means of Kondas scale is -0.77 in read recordings. The
value of ROS decreases with a higher level of disfluency, see Table IX and Figure 4.11. The
measurement reached correlation -0.77 with merged evaluation of speech–language pathologists,
the overall classification error ∆ = 70. The correlations of measure and all LBDL categories can
be seen in Table XXIII. Correlation higher than 0.5 were observed for individual categories SR
(-0.51), ISR (-0.56), MSUR (-0.56), and FPWOAA(-0.71) and summary categories repeated (-0.67),
fixed (-0.75) and overall (-0.79).
The ANOVA analysis found significant differences between levels 1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4 at significance
level p = 0.001), Table XI) shows all the figures. The ANOVA was not able to find significant
difference between levels 0 (normal speech) and 1 (mild disfluency). The ROS measure classified
correctly 54 subjects, 58 subjects with error of 1 level, and 6 participants were classified incorrectly
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TABLE VII: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the SCSI in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used, the window for processing is 2 s.
multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.75 (82) -0.73 (88) -0.68 (112) -0.63 (120) -0.58 (120)
2 -0.76 (79) -0.76 (80) -0.72 (93) -0.67 (99) -0.62 (99)
3 -0.75 (80) -0.75 (83) -0.72 (105) -0.67 (120) -0.62 (134)
4 -0.75 (76) -0.77 (77) -0.73 (101) -0.69 (119) -0.64 (123)
5 -0.74 (75) -0.77 (76) -0.74 (92) -0.70 (111) -0.66 (122)
6 -0.74 (87) -0.77 (75) -0.75 (92) -0.71 (110) -0.67 (123)
7 -0.72 (100) -0.76 (77) -0.75 (89) -0.71 (114) -0.67 (118)
8 -0.72 (97) -0.77 (75) -0.76 (89) -0.73 (106) -0.68 (118)
9 -0.71 (104) -0.77 (78) -0.76 (82) -0.73 (105) -0.69 (111)
TABLE VIII: The Pearson correlation and results of classification using the LDA (the deviation
∆ from subjective evaluation) for all algorithm settings of the NSI in comparison to the merged
subjective evaluation, to set the algorithm the kth highest maximum and multiplication constant
are used, the time limit for successive removing of short speech and silence segments is set to
1000 ms.
multiplication constant, correlation (deviation ∆)
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.77 (64) -0.77 (72) -0.74 (82) -0.70 (89) -0.66 (95)
2 -0.77 (65) -0.78 (68) -0.76 (69) -0.73 (82) -0.69 (93)
3 -0.76 (70) -0.77 (68) -0.76 (76) -0.73 (87) -0.69 (94)
4 -0.77 (72) -0.78 (70) -0.77 (70) -0.74 (80) -0.71 (93)
5 -0.76 (68) -0.77 (70) -0.77 (73) -0.74 (80) -0.72 (91)
6 -0.76 (69) -0.78 (64) -0.77 (75) -0.75 (78) -0.73 (93)
7 -0.76 (71) -0.77 (66) -0.77 (75) -0.75 (82) -0.73 (95)
8 -0.76 (70) -0.77 (66) -0.78 (74) -0.76 (76) -0.74 (87)
9 -0.76 (68) -0.77 (64) -0.78 (73) -0.77 (77) -0.74 (84)
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the measurement SDI11 to subjective evaluation made with LDBL
(left) and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled
by marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given
level of fluency, error bars represent SD.
with error 2 levels.
4.3.11 Results of the RT
Results of the measure total reading time are presented to have a comparison with the standard
measure used in clinical evaluation. There are no parameters to set. The correlation coefficient with
subjective evaluation is 0.77. The mean and SD of the the measure are presented in Table IX and
Figure 4.12, we can see that the measure values grow with rising level of disfluency. The correlations
among the LBDL and the objective algorithm are in Table XXIII. The measurement correlates
with merged evaluation of SLPs with coefficient 0.77, the overall classification error ∆ = 64. The
correlation of measure and all LBDL categories can be seen in Table XXIII. Correlation higher than
0.5 were observed for individual categories SR (-0.54), ISR (-0.65), MSUR (-0.60), FPWOAA(-0.68)
and SVB (0.60) and summary categories repeated (-0.75), fixed (-0.78) and overall (-0.86).
The analysis ANOVA found significant differences between levels mild vs. moderate (p = 0.05),
moderate vs. severe vs. very severe disfluency at significance level 0.001, see Table XI). The
ANOVA was not able to find significant difference between levels normal speech and mild disfluency.
The total reading time classified 59 subject into correct level, 54 subjects were classified with error
1 level, and 5 subjects with 2–levels error.
4.4 Discussion, read recordings
The study of read recordings presents automatic and objective measures applied to the analysis
of read audio recordings of stutterers. The main goal of this study is to find out whether the
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the measurement SCSI to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
automatic measurements are able to estimate the level of the speech fluency disorder in read
speech. Eventually, to find the most appropriate settings of algorithms which would correspond to
subjective rating in read recordings. A large part of the results presented here has been introduced
in Lustyk et al. (2014).
The expert ratings are very important when comparing automatic measurements to subjec-
tive assessments. To have more information about the extent of the speech fluency disorder, two
different evaluation scales were applied: the first is the modified Kondas’s scale (Lechta and col-
lective, 2004) and the second is the LBDL taxonomy (Teesson et al., 2003) (see section Chapter 3
– Method). All 118 audio recordings of read speech were evaluated by two experienced phoniatric
experts using the Kondas’s scale. The Pearson correlation coefficient and Cronbach’s alpha showed
a very high relationship between both speech therapists. The second subjective evaluation was
made by one evaluator who assessed all recordings by means of the LBDL taxonomy. The evalua-
tion of 30 recordings for the second time and by another judge was used for intra– and inter–judge
reliability. The same procedure was used in Goberman et al. (2010). The Pearson correlation
coefficient showed a strong agreement between the original and the repeated evaluation using the
LBDL, which is consistent with Teesson et al. (2003); Goberman et al. (2010), where very high
intra–judge agreement was achieved. When we consult the inter–judge agreement, the lowest cor-
relation (0.32) was found for superfluous verbal behaviors, the other categories of the LBDL report
significant positive correlations. Because of the low correlation of the characteristic superfluous
verbal behaviors, the results dealing with this characteristic are viewed carefully. When comparing
the individual or merged evaluations by experts (Kondas’s scale) and the descriptor overall of the
LBDL, the conclusion can be adopted that these two evaluations report very strong relationships
(the Pearson correlations for the individual experts and the merged evaluation with the LBDL
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the measurement NSI to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
surpasses 0.9), these results of assessment suggests that the expert ratings are reliable and useful
for the purposes of this experiment.
The main findings dealing with automatic measurements of audio recordings for the evaluation
of speech disfluency can be expressed as follows. First, the measures are able to indicate the overall
level of the speech fluency disorder. This finding is supported by the results where all measures
have magnitudes of the correlation coefficient with two experienced speech pathologists (Kondas
scale) higher than 0.62 and with the LBDL evaluation overall score exceeding 0.68. The highest
correlation with Kondas scale were achieved by NSI (-0.78), followed by ESF, SCSI, and ROS
(all -0.77). The comparative measure total reading time achieved very similar correlation (0.77
for speech experts, Kondas). Looking at the second set of subjective rating, the LBDL scale, the
highest correlation we reached by NSI (-0.82), followed by ROS and SCSI (-0.79). The comparative
measure total reading time (RT) reached correlation of -0.86.
The correlation are supported by results of classification using the Linear Discriminant Analysis
with the leave–one–out cross–validation, when the selected setting of the NSI algorithm classified 61
subjects (52%) into the correct level of the Kondas’s scale, 50 subjects (42%) with the classification
error 1 (the estimated level by algorithm differs by one level from the subjective evaluation), and
seven participant (6%) with classification error 2, the total deviation from the speech therapists
evaluation is 64 (the lowest of all measures). For comparison, the total reading time classified 59
subjects correctly (50%), 54 subjects with the classification error 1 (46%), and five subjects (4%)
with the classification error 2 (the total deviation from subjective evaluation is 64). Assessment of
group differences confirms that the measure NSI is able to find statistically significant differences
(p < 0.001) between the groups mild and moderate, moderate and severe, and severe and very
severe. The measures ALS, RSE, ESF, SET, SCSI, and ROS can separate one group less, they
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the measurement ROS to subjective evaluation made with LDBL
(left) and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled
by marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given
level of fluency, error bars represent SD.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the measurement RT to subjective evaluation made with LDBL (left)
and Kondas scale (right) in read recordings. The individual levels of disfluency are labelled by
marks in the left figure. In the right figure, a marker indicates the mean value for the given level
of fluency, error bars represent SD.
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are usually able to find significant differences between groups mild and moderate (1 vs. 2, p <
0.001) and moderate vs. severe (2 vs. 3). In comparison, the total reading time can differentiate
levels moderate, severe, very severe (p < 0.001), and mild and moderate (p < 0.05). A major
problem is distinguishing between normal fluent speech and mild disfluencies: no measure is able
to recognize a statistically significant difference here (the similar phenomenon can be observed in
classification). This is probably caused by the definition of the levels of the modified Kondas’s
scale, where the level 0 (normal healthy speech—without frequent signs of disfluency) and the
level 1 (mild disfluency, up to 5% disfluent words) are very close. These two groups often overlap,
because normal fluent speakers usually exhibit some signs of disfluencies (Johnson, 1961; Yairi and
Clifton, 1972; Goberman et al., 2010) and it is difficult to recognize the difference (Onslow et al.,
1992).
Second, some measures are able to describe individual or summary characteristics of the LBDL.
The best results can be found for the fixed postures without audible airflow: five measures achieved
a Pearson product–moment correlation higher than 0.7 in magnitude (the highest was 0.84 for the
measure NSI). This finding suggests that a large part of the fluency evaluation in read speech may
lie in the pauses, which is in line with Cucchiarini et al. (2000). Also No¨th et al. (2000) found
pauses very important for automatic evaluation of stuttered speech. This finding led us to examine
the cross–correlations between all characteristics of the LBDL and a strong relationship between
overall and fixed postures without audible airflow was found (Pearson correlation of 0.81), which
means that pauses constitute a large part of the subjective evaluation of read speech at least in this
case. Thus, the measures which obtained a good agreement with the fixed postures without audible
airflow have a strong relation with the overall subjective evaluation based on the LBDL. On the
contrary, the total reading time has balanced results for all individual categories and manages to
achieve a very good results for the overall score. The results for the other individual categories of
LBDL do not reach those for pauses.
The total reading time was found distinctive for evaluation of disfluencies in read speech (Maier
et al., 2011). This measure was added to the experiment to have a comparison to other possibility
of how to measure stuttering severity. It turned out to be a very good instrument for the evaluation
even though it is very simple. The results are comparable and in some cases better than those of
introduced algorithms and it could be possible to replace the algorithms with the total reading
time. However, we would like to use these algorithms for evaluation of spontaneous speech where
the utterances are mostly limited by time and the total time of a recording will not be as influential
as in recordings of read speech.
Because of the basic method used for the larger part of the measures (the Bayesian abrupt
spectral changes detector), it is appropriate to investigate the relationships between these measures,
and a strong relationship can be expected, as in Cucchiarini et al. (2000). Examining these results
(Table. XII), we can see that all the measures based on the BACD are strongly correlated (some
of the coefficients exceed 0.9). In case of lesser correlation, there exists a high probability that
a combined measure created from less correlated measures will be more successful. An experiment
was carried out to see whether this is so, by a simple combination (summing up the normalised
values of measures ALS, ESF, SCSI, and NSI), and a correlation coefficient of 0.8 with speech
pathologists and 0.82 with the overall LBDL characteristic was achieved, which is higher than that
for any single measure. A suitable combination and selection of measures could be a future focus
of research.
A possible limitation of the algorithms is that they are able to describe fixed postures without
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audible airflow with good agreement and the other individual characteristics of the subjective eval-
uation, such as syllable and incomplete syllable repetitions or prolongations, to a limited extent.
The results of this study for these symptoms do not reach the results of No¨th et al. (2000); Wis-
niewski et al. (2007a,b), but on the other hand, we are not aware of other studies concentrating
on automatically measured temporal speech characteristics in stuttered speech which do not use
Hidden Markov Models. The database could be considered a weak point of the present study, and
especially its gender imbalance and its distribution of participants across the levels of the disorder.
There were only a few participants at the very severe level, and most participants were located
at the mild, moderate, or severe levels. However, the database reflects the situation in common
practice (Yairi and Ambrose, 1999; Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008).
An advantage of our methods could be the possibility to exchange one instrument for another.
In other words, it provides the opportunity to apply other reliable abrupt spectral changes detectors
or voice activity detectors. The BACD (Cmejla et al., 2013) applied in this study was tested using
synthetic and real speech signals (Bergl and Cmejla, 2007) or for stuttered speech (Bergl, 2010)
in comparison to other divergence metrics with very good results. Algorithms, from simpler ones
such as spectral or cepstral distance, to more complex ones, such as General Likelihood Ratio
(Appel and Brandt, 1983) and Kullback–Leiber divergence, could be employed. A great advantage
of BACD– and VAD–based measures could be that they are language independent, and there
is no need for a training database as in the case of systems based on Hidden Markov Models.
A possible language–independence of the algorithms is discussed in the section where the measures
were applied on the recordings of German stuttering speaker. The measures could be considered
for use in experiments with second language learning as in Cucchiarini et al. (2000, 2002); Maier
et al. (2009c). Another VAD was also tested, one based on parameters (Atal and Rabiner, 1976) in
cooperation with the Support Vector Machine making the decision about speech vs. silence. When
this VAD was applied, very similar results were obtained.
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Chapter 5
Effect of speaking task in disfluent
speech
The study compares automated acoustic measures to behavioral measures of speech fluency in two
different speaking conditions (reading and spontaneous monologue) in the speech of people who
stutter. The main aim was to investigate the influence of the speaking tasks on participants’ fluency
levels. Participants were 92 adults (8 control speakers, and 84 stuttering participants). Analysis
of recordings of their reading and spontaneous speech was undertaken. The analysis was carried
out with two measurements (NSI and ROS), they were selected according to the results on read
recordings.
Automatic and objective methods can efficiently support the diagnosis of fluency disorders
and/or evaluation of therapy outcomes (Van Borsel et al., 2003). The methods should be versatile
and precise. Versatile methods could be applied in different speaking tasks that are typically used
(reading, narration, or monologue). A precise method would accurately reflect a speaker’s fluency
in different speaking conditions.
Acoustic analysis (Healey and Ramig, 1986; Yaruss and Conture, 1993) and/or advanced meth-
ods of signal processing (No¨th et al., 2000; Wisniewski et al., 2007b; Esmaili et al., 2016) may
provide an objective and quantitative instrument for assessing speech fluency. In addition to tra-
ditional characteristics, Prosek and Runyan (1982) stated speaking rate and pauses as potential
perceptual cues for listeners attempting to differentiate the speech of people who stutter from that
of non–stutterers.
In a non–spontaneous task such as reading a passage, speakers produce ready–made text and
therefore can pay more attention to articulatory planning (Levelt, 1989). The spontaneous mono-
logue requires linguistic formulation and thus places greater demand on neural resources, which
might suggest that stuttering frequency would be greater in spontaneous tasks than in reading
(Armson and Stuart, 1998).
The effect of speaking task on the speech of people who stutter has been investigated in several
studies. Johnson (1961) studied speaking rate and disfluencies in people who stutter and those
with typical speech. Significant differences were noted between the two groups for rate of oral
reading, spontaneous monologue, and picture description. Fluent speakers, as a group, showed
higher rates and were more fluent and consistent than people who stutter. The study also found an
overlap in distribution of disfluency measures for both groups in reading and spontaneous speech.
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Reports by Ingham et al. (2012); Pinto et al. (2013) confirmed that fluent speakers generally have
a higher speech rate (in syllables/minute) than stuttering participants for both speaking tasks. At
the same time, they observed that the difference between the speech rate in the two tasks was
more obvious in the control group and the speech rate of stuttering participants was very similar in
both tasks. However, the literature is equivocal regarding the effect of speaking task on disfluency
(Armson and Stuart, 1998). Some report that the frequency of stuttering is greater in spontaneous
monologues (Johnson, 1961; Silverman, 1974), yet others Blood and Hood (1978) note no differences
in stuttering frequency during oral reading and spontaneous speech.
Studies of speaking task effect have compared the speech of fluent speakers with the speech of
people who stutter. Usually, the people who stutter have been treated as a homogeneous group
with no further subdivision, except in a few cases (Blomgren and Goberman, 2008; Vanryckeghem
et al., 1999).
Automatically measured temporal characteristics have been used to evaluate second language
learners’ fluency in reading (Cucchiarini et al., 2000), and further in reading and spontaneous speech
tasks (Cucchiarini et al., 2002). Spontaneous monologue was found to be the most sensitive of four
tasks for eliciting an articulatory deficit in patients with early diagnosed Parkinson’s disease (Rusz
et al., 2013).
This study aims to investigate whether automatic acoustic measures can estimate the level of
speech fluency in oral reading and spontaneous monologue. We hypothesize that the measures will
be more accurate for reading samples, and that it will be more difficult to determine the level of
fluency in spontaneous speech samples. Second, we investigated whether speakers’ performances
differ under different speaking condition, and if severity subgroups (mild, moderate, severe) are
equally affected. We assume that both control speakers and speakers who stutter will be less
fluent and speak at a slower rate in the spontaneous task and the difference between the severity
subgroups will fade. We hypothesized that speakers at all levels of fluency will be affected equally
by the speaking conditions.
5.1 Method
5.1.1 Participants and recordings
A group of 92 (16 women and 76 men) Czech native speakers with different ages and levels of speech
fluency disorder were recruited for the study of speaking task effect. For each of the 92 participants
both the read and spontaneous recordings are available.
The mean age 15.8 yr [±standard deviation (SD), 7.6 yr], ranging from 8 to 49 years old. Eight
speakers (one female and seven males) were subjects without any speech fluency disorder (mean
age 25.7 yr [±SD, 5.5 yr]) and 84 speakers with speech fluency disorder (15 women and 69 men)
were at a mean age of 14.8 yr [±SD, 7.1 yr]. See the distribution of participants’ age in Figure 5.1.
The reading task is the same as described in previous study in the thesis. Spontaneous mono-
logues were elicited through a picture description task. Two pictures were shown of a small town
in two different situations, the first one is positive (clean streets, calm people), the second one
is negative (people and streets in a mess). The duration of each recording was intended to last
90 s, with half of the allotted time for description of one picture. If the subject spoke longer, the
recording was shortened as close as possible to 90 s. The mean duration of recordings is 91.7 s
[±SD, 4.9 s].The pictures can be seen in section Appendices B and C.
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The recording took place in the clinic consulting room. All speech signals were recorded with
the sampling frequency 44 kHz, and the signals were subsequently down–sampled to 16 kHz for
analysis.
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Figure 5.1: Histogram, distribution of participants’ age in the study of speaking task effect (92 par-
ticipants).
5.1.2 Evaluation of recordings performed by speech language pathologists
The evaluation was obtained by means of the Lidcombe Behavioral Data Language of Stuttering
(LBDL) Teesson et al. (2003). The LBDL considers seven descriptors of stuttered speech char-
acteristics: syllable repetition, incomplete syllable repetition, multisyllable unit repetition, fixed
posture with audible airflow, fixed posture without audible airflow, superfluous verbal behaviors,
and superfluous non–verbal behavior. The superfluous non–verbal behavior was not counted be-
cause the behavior is only detectable through video recordings, which were not available. For the
evaluation procedure, SLPs listened to the recordings and wrote down the number of disfluencies
in individual categories followed by the total number of words. The sum of individual categories
together formed the overall category which was subsequently normalized by the number of words
in the recording, yielding a continuous scale (0 – 100%).
SLPs assessed recordings independently. They focused only on speech disfluency and did not
report other behaviors associated with a comprehensive assessment of stuttering. For the assessment
using the LBDL scale, one evaluator assessed the reading recordings. Five evaluators used the LBDL
to assess each spontaneous recording. After the analysis of inter-rater reliability, the evaluations of
spontaneous speech were merged for each recording to give a mean value.
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Apart from the LBDL evaluation scale, we considered speech rates in [words/min] and [phonemes/min]
for both speaking tasks. The first was obtained from the number of words manually counted during
the LBDL evaluation procedure (mean number of words from evaluators) and divided by the dura-
tion of the recording. The second comes from the number of phonemes in verbatim transcriptions
of recordings.
The distribution of subjective evaluation on read recordings is depicted in Figure 5.2, on spon-
taneous recordings in Figure 5.3. See also Figure 4 in section Appendices G where the histograms
for each of the five judges and the merged evaluation on spontaneous recordings is shown.
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Figure 5.2: Histogram, subjective evaluation made by means of the LBDL on read recordings
(92 participants) for study of speaking task effect.
5.1.3 Measures of speech fluency
The experiment closely follows previously published study Lustyk et al. (2014) that focused on read
recordings. The function of measurements was describe earlier in the thesis, therefore only the list
of measures follows:
• The number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI)
• The rate of speech (ROS)
5.1.4 Statistics
The Pearson product-moment correlation reveals agreement between automatic measures and eval-
uation of SLPs. The difference between read and spontaneous recordings is evaluated by means
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Figure 5.3: Histogram, merged subjective evaluation made by using the LBDL on spontaneous
recordings (92 participants) for study of speaking task effect.
of non-parametric pair comparison (the Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1947)). Inspired by
Spaniel et al. (2016), we applied generalized linear model (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) to answer
the question, if there is a different effect of the speaking task on speech fluency. The automatic
measurements were separately treated as dependent variables, while assessments of SLPs were mod-
eled as covariates and the tasks represented fixed factor. The linear model included intercept, and
factors of task, SLPs assessment, and interaction between speaking task and assessment. The han-
dling and statistical data analysis was performed in Matlab (Matlab R2011b, The Mathworks, Inc.
Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 22, IBM Corp., Armonk,
New York, USA).
5.1.5 Details of the generalized linear model
To analyze the effects of speaking condition (task) and evaluation based on judgments of speech-
language pathologists on automatic measurement we applied the generalized linear model. The
choice of Gamma turned out to be appropriate (data are continuous and nonnegative). The char-
acteristics of the measurements suggested that the relation between them and SLPs evaluation is
linear (link function). The model equation is:
(5.1)measurement = β0 + βCONDITIONCONDITION + βLBDLLBDL
+ βCONDITION, LBDLCONDTION LBDL+ 
where measurement in the response variable (in our case automatic measurements NSI, ROS
and manually measured speech rates), β0 represents the model intercept, the CONDITION are
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Figure 5.4: Interjudge agreement of 92 spontaneous recordings in the experiment with speaking
task effect, evaluation scale – LBDL, 5 judges (J1, J2, J3, J4, and J6). Correlation coefficient
between individual judges.
predictor variables for the speaking conditions (read and spontaneous), βCONDITION are coefficients
for those predictors (dependence of the response on speaking conditions), LBDL are predictor
variables for the covariate (i.e. evaluation of speech-language pathologists, LBDL), βLBDL are
coefficients for those predictors (effect of the SLPs evaluation on dependent variable), the equation
element βCONDITON, LBDLCONDITION LBDL represents interaction between speaking condition
and evaluation of speech-language pathologists, βCONDITON, LBDL are coefficients for interaction.
The residuals are described by . The applied model handled the measurements separately as
dependent variables. The linear model included intercept, and factors of task, SLPs assessment,
and interaction between speaking task and assessment.
When modeling, we proceeded from a simple model with only main effect of evaluation and
speaking conditions, adding interaction between model parameters, while looking for an improve-
ment in model description of the data.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Reliability of recording evaluation made by speech-language pathologists
The group of 92 read recordings were assessed by one evaluator. To obtain the intra- and inter-
judge agreement a set of 27 recordings was selected. These recordings were evaluated for the second
time by the first evaluator and also once by the second evaluator. Similar procedure was used in
Goberman et al. 2010. The participants selected for the reliability assessment covered the entire
spectrum of disfluency. The correlation coefficients for intra- and inter-judge agreement in the
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TABLE XIII: The Pearson correlation coefficient and the level of significance (∗when p > 0.001) for
automatic measures compared with the evalution of speech pathologists (overall LBDL descriptor)
and manually measured speech rate [words/min] and [phonemes/min] for both speaking conditions.
The Pearson correlation coefficients for manually measured speech rates in comparison to speech
language pathologist assessment.
measure
NSI ROS speech rate [words/min] speech rate [phonemes/min]
evaluation/task read spont read spont read spont read spont
LBDL −0.83 −0.52 −0.80 −0.52 −0.83 −0.72 −0.82 −0.58
speech rate [words/min] 0.87 0.61 0.98 0.73 - - 0.98 0.92
speech rate [phonemes/min] 0.87 0.62 0.98 0.71 - - - -
overall LBDL category reached 0.98 and 0.94 (p< 0.001), respectively.
Five judges independently evaluated all 92 recordings. The range of inter-judge agreement in the
overall LBDL among the judges varied between 0.86 and 0.93 (p< 0.001), see Figure 5.4. Twenty-
three recordings (25% of the 92 spontaneous recordings) were assessed twice by one evaluator to
determine intra-rater agreements, with a correlation of 0.98 (p< 0.001).
The results of intra- and inter-rater reliability showed a good level of agreement. Therefore, we
decided the evaluation made by SLPs were appropriate for the purpose of this experiment.
5.2.2 Analysis of agreement between measurements and evaluation of speech–
language pathologists
Because the results from read recordings were presented in the previous study (Lustyk et al., 2014),
the findings from spontaneous recordings are emphasized here. It is relevant to point out that the
results from read recordings in the previous study were obtained for 121 participants (92 recordings
are used in the current study), and hence the results may slightly differ.
The measures NSI and ROS decrease as the level of disfluency grows, see the Figure 5.5 that
shows the automated measures as a function of SLPs’ evaluation. The correlations of the automatic
measurements are given in the Table XIII. The correlations in spontaneous task reached -0.52
(ROS), -0.52 (NSI), p< 0.001. The higher correlations were found in read than in spontaneous
recordings (-0.80 for ROS, -0.83 for NSI).
Manually measured speech rates also decrease with increasing level of speech disfluency. The
speech rates highly correlate with assessment of SLPs, the coefficients for manually measured speech
rate in [word/min] are -0.83 and -0.72 in read and spontaneous conditions, respectively. Speech
rate measured in [phonemes/min] yielded correlation -0.82 and -0.58 for read and spontaneous
recordings.
Because this study concentrates only on two automatic measures (NSI and ROS), it is inter-
resting to see the results of other measurements in spontaneous spech. Therefore, the results of
comparison of all measeurements and all LBDL descriptors (merged evaluation of speech-language
pathologists) in spontaneous recordings are presented in Appendices H.
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5.2.3 Analysis of the speaking task effect, pair test
A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the different speaking condition (read and spontaneous)
elicit a statistically significant change in both automatic measurements of speech disfluency in
individuals with and without stuttering (for ROS, Z= -7.476 and NSI, Z= -5.681; p< 0.001). See
Table II. for detailed description of the comparison by the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Figure 5.6 completes the results of pair test with the graphical representation of the difference
between fluency in read and spontaneous recordings. Even though that the difference was sta-
tistically significant we observe a trend in the data. The difference between fluency in read and
spontaneous conditions decreases as the level of speech disfluency increases.
Also, Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed statistically significant difference for manually mea-
sured rate of speech in [words/min] (Z= -5.685, p< 0.001) and in [phonemes/min] (Z= -6.156, p<
0.001) in the same group of individuals as automatic measurements. The Figure 5.6 shows results
for the measure NSI, the figure supporting the results of pair test for ROS measurement and both
speaking rates can be seen in Figure 5.7 .
TABLE XIV: The mean x and standard deviation SD and median values for automatic measures
in read and spontaneous recordings. Wilcoxon signed rank test for measurements of speech fluency
to looks for difference read and spontaneous, descriptive statistics for 92 participants, automatic
measures and manually measured speech rates.
measurement
NSI ROS speech rate,
manually
[words/min]
speech rate,
manually
[phonemes/min]
mean read 0.74 6.32 77.8 379.6
spont 0.66 5.10 62.8 310.6
SD read 0.15 1.71 21.0 143.4
spont 0.11 1.33 22.8 115.3
median read 0.74 6.23 78.9 377.58
spont 0.66 4.96 58.6 285.0
Z -5.681∗,a -7.476∗,a -5.685∗,a -6.156∗,a
*Asymt. Sig. (2-tailed),p < 0.001
a - based on positive ranks
5.2.4 Analysis of factors influencing disfluency: model results
The linear model revealed that there is a significant effect of the SLPs’ assessment (LBDL) on
automatic measurements NSI and ROS (p< 0.001). Also, the effect of the task on fluency measured
by means of automatic measurements was found to be significant (p<0.001). At the same time, the
coefficient for interaction between LBDL evaluation and speaking task was statistically significant
(p< 0.001), showing that the trend in both speaking conditions is different. This also confirms the
trends observed in the figures.
The models build for both speech rates convey similar information as the models for automatic
measurements (significant effect of speaking condition, SLPs evaluation and interaction between
them).
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Detailed analysis of the model parameters follows on the example of the NSI measurements.
The model intercept for spontaneous speaking condition is β0= 0.738 (when a participant has the
evaluation from speech-language pathologists equal to 0 – fluent speech, her/his NSI value will
be in average 0.738). The NSI value in reading task is shifted of 0.130 (coefficient βCONDITION )
compared to spontaneous conditions for fluent participants [LBDL= 0] (in overall, model estimate
for fluent participant of the NSI measure value in reading is 0.868).
The trend in the spontaneous speaking condition (coefficient βLBDL) is estimated to be -0.003.
The sign represents the direction of the change, here, with increasing level of speech disfluency in
LBDL the value of NSI decreases. A unit change in LBDL evaluation (fluency measured in LBDL
better of 1%) cause a drop of -0.003 in NSI measurement value.
The model parameter for interaction between task and speech-language pathologists’ evalu-
ation indicates that the trends in reading and spontaneous tasks are different. The coefficient
βCONDITION, LBDL is equal to -0.004, therefore, the slope in reading conditions is steeper than
in spontaneous task (in overall, slope in reading task is -0.007). Suggesting that the fluency of
participants at different levels is affected differently by speaking task, participants’ ability to speak
in spontaneous task is affected less by their level of speech disfluency than in reading. According
to model, for example, the NSI estimate for a fluent participant (LBDL = 0) in read conditions is
0.868, while in spontaneous conditions it is 0.738 (read > spontaneous). As the disfluency decreases
the relations changes. The NSI estimate for a participant with LBDL = 60% (severe disfluency) in
read would be 0.448, whilst in spontaneous 0.558 (read < spontaneous).
The slopes in both speaking conditions support conclusion obtained with correlations, that
the measurements are able to estimate level of speech fluency in both speaking tasks. The same
conclusion as for NSI measurements can be drawn for other measurements (ROS, speech rate
manually in [words/min] and [phonemes/min]), the change would be in parameter values (see
Table XV), the interpretations remain the same.
TABLE XV: Estimates of model parameters for automatic and manual measurements.
parameter value/measurement
model parameter p NSI ROS speech rate,
manually
[words/min]
speech rate,
manually
[phonemes/min]
intercept [β0] <0.001 0.738 6.105 83.26 391.2
task [β1] <0.001 0.130 1.546 16.73 93.17
evaluation LBDL [β2] <0.001 -0.003 -0.033 -0.678 -2.568
interaction task*LBDL [β3] <0.001 -0.004 -0.031 -0.415 -2.451
5.3 Discussion
In the current study, we analyzed the effect of oral reading and spontaneous monologue in a sample
of typical and disfluent speakers. The analysis was carried out using automatic objective measure-
ments. Several previous studies have considered stuttering individuals to constitute a homogenous
group. The current study broadens information about the speaking task effect with respect to the
level of speech fluency. The objective measures and their comparison with evaluation made by
experienced SLPs show that disfluency level has a significant impact on how speakers perform on
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different speaking tasks.
5.3.1 Speech-language pathologists’ evaluation of recordings
A reliable expert rating is essential to verify if a measure is suitable to effectively support the SLPs
evaluation (Cordes and Ingham, 1994). The LBDL taxonomy (Teesson et al., 2003) was employed
to examine how the automatic measures are able to describe fluency in disfluent recordings. The
set of evaluations in both speaking conditions showed very high inter- and intra-rater reliability,
which fits with Teesson et al. (2003); Goberman et al. (2010). Correlations did not drop below
0.86. The evaluation was considered to be adequate for the purpose of the study.
5.3.2 Measures as indicators of speech fluency
The comparison of automatic measurements with evaluation made by speech-language pathologists
showed that the measurements are able to detect fluency disorder and describe level of speech
fluency of people who stutter. Measurements indicated that the control participants are more
fluent and speak with faster rate than the participants with speech disfluency. These findings
agree with Johnson (1961); Ingham et al. (2012); Pinto et al. (2013). Fluency level of control and
stuttering participants overlap to some extent. The situation is affected by the fact that several of
the control speakers in this study exhibited disfluencies, it is common that fluent speakers produce
disfluencies (Roberts et al., 2009).
The findings are supported by correlation coefficients for the overall LBDL category in com-
parison to automatic measurements, they were -0.83 for oral reading and -0.52 for spontaneous
task. Also, the applied generalized model confirmed that the measurements reflect speakers’ level
of fluency.
To compare the automatic measurements with standard measure, the speech rate in [words/min]
and [phonemes/min] were applied. Both speech rates highly correlate with rating of speech-language
pathologists, confirming results of Prosek and Runyan (1982). Strong positive correlations were also
found between automatic measures and manually measured speech rates. The comparison of auto-
matic measurements results and inter-rater reliability of speech-language pathologists’ evaluation
suggests that the automatic measurements do not reach the correlations of inter-rater reliability
(mainly in spontaneous speaking task). However, the standard measurements (manually measured
speech rates) are as well at the similar level as the automatic measurements.
Cucchiarini et al. (2002) assessed the fluency of second language learners by means of automatic
measurements and noted lower correlations in a spontaneous speech task compared with reading.
Our results show a similarly reduced correlation. Possible reasons are that the SD of the entire par-
ticipants group in the spontaneous task is smaller compared with the reading task (values are more
compressed, trend in the spontaneous data is less distinct, Figure 5.5, Table XIV). Consequently,
the correlations decrease and differences between individual levels of disfluency fade.
The measurements are not only ableto describe general conclusions for the entire group of
speakers (especially with hlp of Wilcoxon signed rank test and generalized linear model), but
they can capture individal differences of participants. It can be seen mainly in the fires with
depicted differences for all participants. For example, we can see that there are participants who
have greater difference between read and spontaneous recording and aslo those who have small
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difference. Capturing these characteristic features of fluency for individual participants could be
benefitial for example in treatment.
5.3.3 Effect of speaking task
The pairwise comparison demonstrated statistically significant change in automatic measurements
induced by speaking conditions (read and spontaneous task). However, the data exhibit a trend (see
Figure 5.6) and it suggests that the speaking tasks has a different effect on participants at different
levels of speech fluency. The fluent participants and participants at lower levels of speech disfluency
in general display that their fluency is better in reading than in spontaneous task. While most of the
participants with severe disfluency showed the opposite. Additionally, the distinct effect of speaking
conditions on participants’ fluency was confirmed by linear model, the participants’ ability to speak
in spontaneous task is affected less by their level of speech disfluency than in oral reading.
The results do not confirm the hypothesis formulated at the outset of the project, i.e. that
participants of all levels of fluency would be affected to the same extent. With help of findings
of Johnson (1961); Pinto et al. (2013) we observed a disproportionate speaking task effect on
participants at different fluency levels. Two studies relate effect of speaking task and speech
rate to level of stuttering, but are in contradiction. One report (Blomgren and Goberman, 2008)
found that changes in speech rate affect speakers with less severe stuttering to a greater extent,
and a smaller effect was observed among severe stutterers. However, Vanryckeghem et al. (1999)
describes an opposite, smaller effect for those who stuttered the least and a higher effect for people
with severe stuttering. Studies Vanryckeghem et al. (1999); Blomgren and Goberman (2008) have
manipulated speech rate. However, speech rate is habitual and the complexity of the task (reading
vs. spontaneous) is changed in this study. The question arises as to whether their conclusions are
applicable to our case, they are likely caused by differences in applied methods. Nevertheless, our
results tend to the findings of Blomgren and Goberman (2008), i.e., that aspects related to speech
rate influence severely disfluent participants to a lesser extent than for more fluent speakers.
Accordingly, we have tried to confirm the reported phenomenon for automatic measures and
conformity with (Johnson, 1961; Prosek and Runyan, 1982) via manually measured speech rates.
The results were very similar, thus the analysis acknowledged the trends and conclusions found for
automatic measurements.
A similar phenomenon suggesting that performance of patients with severe speech impairments
is not substantially influenced by the nature of the speaking task was observed in patients with
Huntington’s disease (HD) (Rusz et al., 2014). In particular, the speech performance of patients
with HD tends to be similar in reading and monologue(Rusz et al., 2014), allowing reading-based
metrics to separate HD participants precisely from control individuals.
5.3.4 Limitation of the study
We are aware of limitations of the study. In the first place, there is different numbers of participants
at different levels of speech disfluency. A great part of the participants (about 80 participants in
both tasks) has the overall LBDL score up to 50%, the rest of the disfluency spectra is covered
by the smaller number of participants. It reflects the situation in common practice (Yairi and
Ambrose, 1999; Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008): there are fewer people with very severe
stuttering.
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The unbalanced number of speech-language pathologists that evaluated recordings in reading
(1) and spontaneous (5) conditions was used. As we perceive the spontaneous task as more difficult
to evaluate, due to the study design and inappropriate timing of the project we recruited more
judges for spontaneous task. We understand that this could confine the study. Therefore, a very
reliable evaluation LBDL scale (Teesson et al., 2003; Goberman et al., 2010) was employed. The
analysis of inter- and intra-judge agreement confirmed a high reliability of the evaluation.
One limitation is linked to the capability of our automatic measurements to describe fluency
related to speech rate. If they were applied in clinical evaluation, they would have to be used in
conjunction with automatic measurements considering other symptoms of stuttering, for example
repetition (No¨th et al., 2000) and prolongation (Wisniewski et al., 2007b) to obtain a comprehensive
picture of disfluency. This may suggest future research that could focus on individual symptoms
of stuttering in both speaking tasks with respect to the level of speech fluency.
5.4 Conclusion
The study described that the level of speech fluency in stuttering can be estimated by means of au-
tomatic acoustic measures in oral reading and spontaneous speech, though better conformity with
subjective evaluation was achieved in the reading task. The measurements indicated that partici-
pants with varying degrees of disfluency are differently affected by the speaking tasks. Specifically,
typical speakers (with no fluency problems) and those with mild and moderate disfluency speak
slower in spontaneous monologue compared to reading. While most of the severe stuttering par-
ticipants display the opposite, meaning that these participants reach on average similar or slightly
better fluency. The findings suggest that the measurements are able to reflect speech fluency and
hence may efficiently assist the existing methods by offering an automatic and objective evaluation
of speech disfluency.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of fluency measures and evalution of SLPs – the overall LBDL category.
The upper two graphs show automatic algorithms values for each participants are marked with x
(read) and o (spontaneous), fitted linear lines show the trend the speaking tasks (blue and red color
for read and spontaneous speaking conditions, respectively). The lines are in accordance with the
applied linear model. The lower part presents the comparison of manually measured speech rate
in [phonemes/sec] and [words/sec].
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Figure 5.6: The difference between values of automatic measurement NSI in read and spontaneous
recording for all 92 participants. The participants are sorted according to the level of speech fluency
in LBDL from the fluent speakers (left side) to the most disfluency participants on the right side.
Positive value in NSI difference means that a participant was more fluent in read recording than in
spontaneous. Negative difference indicates that a person was more fluent in spontaneous speaking
condition than in reading.
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Figure 5.7: The difference between values of automatic measurement ROS, manually measured
speech rates, and LBDL in read and spontaneous recording for all 92 participants. The participants
are sorted according to the level of speech fluency in LBDL from the fluent speakers (left side)
to the most disfluency participants on the right side. Positive value in difference of ROS and
manually measured speech rates means that a participant was more fluent in read recording than
in spontaneous. Negative difference indicates that a person was more fluent in spontaneous speaking
condition than in reading. For LBDL the meaning is opposite.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of read recordings of
German stuttering subjects
The third study describes experiments where automatic acoustic algorithms initially intended to be
used on Czech stuttering speakers were applied to recordings of German stuttering speakers. Our
measurements mainly use prosodic characteristics to describe speech fluency. In some aspects they
are very similar to methods used for unsupervised speech segmentation (Scharenborg et al., 2010) or
methods looking for differences in speech of native speakers and people who are non–native speakers
(second language learners) (Cucchiarini et al., 2000, 2002; Scharenborg et al., 2012). Therefore, the
basis of the measurements could enable the evaluation of fluency in different languages.
There are differences in speech characteristic in different languages. Prosodic characteristics
such as rhythm, stress and intonation in speech convey important information regarding the identity
of the spoken language (Mary and Yegnanarayana, 2008). Therefore we could not expect as good
results as the language–dependent algorithms.
The nature of the two languages is different: Czech is a Slavic language, and German is a Ger-
manic one. In particular, the differences between Czech and German languages are lie in: German
has larger phonetic inventory than Czech, it also has more vowels (Matousˇek et al., 2002). For
consonants, there are more consonantal phonemes in Czech language, and Czech consonants are
influenced by the characteristic voiced/unvoiced much more than German. Some differences could
be found in prosodic features of both languages. The main difference lies in stress. However,
there exist some similarities between languages in general, therefore it is possible to find language–
independent features, for example: pauses, fundamental frequency, and others (Vaissiere, 1983).
For example, Czech and German languages distinguish short and long vowels.
The aim of this experiment is to find if it could be possible to perform analysis of speech
disfluency independently on language, here demonstrated on read recordings of German speakers.
One standard measure and four automatic measures of disfluency are applied to read recordings
and their results are discussed. The questions, we hope to answer, were: Are the measures able to
describe the level of speech fluency in different languages? If yes, how good they are? Is it possible
to classify fluent and disfluent recordings? How would the comparison between language–dependent
and independent measurements turn out?
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6.1 Method
6.1.1 Recordings and participants
The recordings of German native speakers were collected at the Pattern Recognition Lab, Depart-
ment of Computer Science 5 at the Friedrich–Alexander–University Erlangen–Nu¨rnberg.
The database contains 34 recordings – 16 signals of stuttering speakers, 18 recordings of speakers
who do not have problems with fluency. All the subjects are males and German native speakers.
All participants read the same phonetically rich text Nordwind und Sonne (North Wind and Sun).
The entire passage is presented in the section Appendices D. The text is 108 word long and the
average duration of reading is 62.5 s (±SD, 26.1 s). The stuttering part of the database was used
in the research experiment published in No¨th et al. (2000).
A great disadvantage is that the information about the age of participants in this experiment
is not known.
6.1.2 Subjective evaluation of German recordings
The evaluation of 16 read recordings of German speakers is composed of the number of disfluencies
found in individual recordings. These recordings and their score were used in the experiments (No¨th
et al., 2000). One professional speech specialist assessed/counted the disfluencies. The recordings
of 18 fluent speakers did not contain any disfluencies. Figure 6.1 shows the histogram of subjective
evaluation (number of disfluencies).
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Figure 6.1: Histogram, distribution of subjective evaluation of German read recordings, 34 partic-
ipants.
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6.1.3 Measurements of speech fluency
The measurements were designed to take into account symptoms of stuttering and disfluent speech.
They were originally proposed to be used for Czech stuttering speakers but they do not take the
specifics of the Czech language into account. The list of all measures is given below:
• The average length of silence (ALS)
• The extent of speech fluency (ESF)
• Spectral changes in short interval (SCSI)
• The number of spectral changes in speech segments (NSI)
6.2 Results
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms with the German recordings, Pearson’s correlation
and statistical analysis ANOVA are utilized. The measures are compared to the number of disflu-
encies in utterance (subjective evaluation). The total reading time (RT) – the duration of recording
in second, a standard measure used to evaluate pathological speech Foundas et al. (2004); Maier
et al. (2011), is added and its results are displayed along with others.
First, the correlations between settings of the measures and the subjective evaluation are pre-
sented. These are ALS, ESF, SCSI, and NSI in Tables XVI, XVII, XVIII, and XIX, respectively.
The measures reveal good agreement with the subjective evaluation. The ALS (settings 900 and
1000 ms) reached the correlations of 0.81. The ESF has the worst performance of all measures, the
highest coefficient was 0.6, achieved by several settings of the algorithm. The moderate correlations
are recognized with the SCSI. Many settings have a correlation coefficient of about 0.65, with the
best performance at 0.72. The combination of spectral changes and voice activity detection brings
the best results. The measure NSI exceeded with several settings a correlation of 0.8, with the
highest at 0.85. The standard measure RT reached correlation 0.89, the highest in this study.
The range of values (mean and standard deviation) of each algorithm is given in Table XX for
two groups (0 - without any sign of stuttering or fluent, 1 - subjects with stuttering). The typical
values are followed by the results of the ANOVA analysis.
The ALS and comparative RT increase with the level of fluency disorder, on the other hand all
the BACD-based measures decrease with the level of speech fluency disorder.
According to the best performance (the highest correlation), the algorithm settings were selected
to be presented in ANOVA analysis.
1. ALS, time threshold for successive removal 900 ms;
2. ESF, multiplication constant 0.1, k = 2;
3. SCSI, multiplication constant 0.1, k = 2, window length 2 s;
4. NSI, multiplication constant 0.1, k = 2, threshold for successive removal 900 ms.
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TABLE XVI: Pearson’s correlation for all settings of the ALS in comparison to the number of dis-
fluencies (subjective evaluation), setting of the measure: the time threshold for successive removal.
setting [ms] correlation
100 0.51
150 0.58
200 0.65
300 0.69
400 0.71
500 0.75
700 0.78
800 0.80
900 0.81
1000 0.81
1100 0.75
1200 0.74
1300 0.76
1400 0.77
1500 0.76
The measures ALS, ESF, and SCSI are able to find statistically significant differences between
fluent and disfluent speech at the level 0.01, while the measure NSI at the level 0.001, and the
comparative measure RT at the level 0.05.
Another view on the results is shown by Figure 6.2, where the NSI is compared to the subjective
evaluation. The range and dependency of the measure on the level of the disorder can be seen.
The classification using linear discriminant analysis and leave-one-out cross-validation was done
to validate the results of correlations and ANOVA analysis. The NSI algorithm classified 26 (77%)
of 34 recordings correctly, incorrectly 8 (23%, 5 disfluent, 3 fluent). The ALS, ESF, and SCSI
placed 24 (71%) recordings correctly, 10 (29%) incorrectly. The comparative measure assigned 24
(71%) speakers to the correct class.
TABLE XVII: Pearson’s correlation for all settings of the ESF in comparison to the number of dis-
fluencies (subjective evaluation), setting of the measure: k-th highest maximum and multiplication
constant.
multiplication constant, correlation
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.60 -0.59 -0.54 -0.50 -0.50
2 -0.65 -0.60 -0.58 -0.55 -0.53
3 -0.60 -0.54 -0.52 -0.50 -0.46
4 -0.60 -0.54 -0.53 -0.51 -0.47
5 -0.60 -0.54 -0.53 -0.52 -0.47
6 -0.59 -0.52 -0.52 -0.50 -0.47
7 -0.59 -0.54 -0.52 -0.51 -0.48
8 -0.60 -0.55 -0.54 -0.53 -0.49
9 -0.59 -0.54 -0.53 -0.51 -0.50
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TABLE XVIII: Pearson’s correlation of the SCSI in comparison to the number of disfluencies
(subjective evaluation), setting of the measure: k-th highest maximum, multiplication constant,
and window length 2 s.
multiplication constant, correlation
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.68 -0.66 -0.63 -0.59 -0.58
2 -0.72 -0.68 -0.57 -0.64 -0.61
3 -0.66 -0.61 -0.61 -0.58 -0.54
4 -0.67 -0.62 -0.61 -0.60 -0.55
5 -0.66 -0.62 -0.60 -0.60 -0.54
6 -0.65 -0.60 -0.60 -0.58 -0.55
7 -0.65 -0.59 -0.60 -0.59 -0.56
8 -0.67 -0.61 -0.62 -0.61 -0.58
9 -0.66 -0.61 -0.60 -0.59 -0.57
TABLE XIX: Pearson’s correlation of the NSI in comparison to the number of disfluencies (sub-
jective evaluation), setting of the measure: k-th highest maximum, multiplication constant, and
time threshold 900 ms.
multiplication constant, correlation
k 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
1 -0.84 -0.81 -0.77 -0.71 -0.68
2 -0.85 -0.81 -0.78 -0.74 -0.70
3 -0.83 -0.79 -0.76 -0.72 -0.67
4 -0.84 -0.80 -0.77 -0.73 -0.67
5 -0.84 -0.80 -0.78 -0.75 -0.69
6 -0.83 -0.80 -0.78 -0.74 -0.70
7 -0.83 -0.80 -0.78 -0.75 -0.71
8 -0.84 -0.81 -0.78 -0.76 -0.72
9 -0.84 -0.81 -0.78 -0.76 -0.72
TABLE XX: The mean x and standard deviation SD of fluency measures and statistical significance
by means of the ANOVA analysis with comparison between levels by the post hoc Bonferroni
adjustment.
ALS ESF SCSI NSI RT
x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD
Fluent (0) 0.21 0.05 7.89 0.98 1.23 0.05 0.94 0.05 51.8 8.1
Stuttering (1) 0.36 0.17 6.32 1.45 1.13 0.1 0.78 0.14 74.1 34.1
Comparison between the classes
ANOVA F(1, 33) 12.92∗ 11.29∗ 12.1∗ 17.41∗ 7.05∗
0 vs. 1 p <0.01 p <0.01 p <0.01 p <0.001 p <0.05
NS = not significant
∗p < 0.001
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Figure 6.2: The comparison of the NSI with the number of all disfluencies (subjective evaluation).
6.3 Discussion
The study describes an experiment where four automatic and objective measures initially intended
to be used on Czech stuttering recordings were applied to German stuttering recordings of read
speech. The symptoms of stuttering were considered in the design of the measures. Moreover,
the algorithms which were used do not take specifics of any language into account. Therefore, the
main goal was to find out if it is possible to utilize these algorithms for evaluation of disfluency in
different languages, in other words to confirm their language–independence.
The experiment analyzes read recordings of 16 stuttering and 18 fluent native German speakers.
The number of disfluencies was counted in each recording and it constitutes the subjective evalua-
tion. These recordings were used in the study where speech recognition technology was applied to
look for stuttering events in recordings of read text No¨th et al. (2000).
The main finding of this experiment is that the measures are able to describe the level of the
speech fluency disorder for read German speech. This finding is supported by the results where
two of four measures exceeded correlation coefficients with the reference evaluation of 0.8, the
highest is 0.85 (the number of spectral changes in speech intervals). The standard measure, the
total reading time, achieved a correlation of 0.89. The ANOVA analysis confirms the results: three
of the measures found statistically significant difference between fluent and stuttering recordings
at the level 0.01, for the number of spectral changes in speech segments even 0.001, while for the
standard measure, the total reading time, at the level 0.05.
To validate the results of correlation and ANOVA analysis, the classification using linear dis-
criminant analysis and leave–one–out cross–validation was carried out. The NSI algorithm classified
26 (77%) of 34 recordings correctly, 8 incorrectly (23%). The other measures as well as the total
reading time classified 71% into the correct class. The overlapping of the groups of normal fluent
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speakers and speaker at lower levels of disfluency (see Figure 6.2) should not be interpreted as
a failing of the algorithms; it is a common finding that speech of normal fluent speaker contains
disfluencies (Roberts et al., 2009), also, Johnson (1961) found a high overlap in the speech rate of
fluent speakers and participants who were classified as stutterers.
The standard measure, total reading time, was found distinctive for evaluation of pathology
in read speech Foundas et al. (2004); Maier et al. (2011). Also experiments with Czech stutter-
ing speakers acknowledged this statement Lustyk et al. (2014). The measure was added to the
experiment to have a comparison with the introduced measures. The results of the total reading
time turned out to be very good and in some cases better than those of the described methods
(correlation coefficient of 0.89). However, there is an advantage of the automatic algorithms over
the total reading time. The standard tasks in evaluation of stuttering (as clinical evaluation of
spontaneous speech; monologue, picture description) are usually limited by time Johnson (1961),
therefore the total duration of recordings would not influence the evaluation but the automatic
measures would be able to do the assessment.
We have found some similarities for experiments on current German recordings and previous
experiments on Czech recordings Lustyk et al. (2014). Firstly, the range of all measures (mean and
standard deviation) are very similar for both languages. Secondly, similar settings of the algorithms
performed well for both Czech and German recordings. The measures ESF and SCSI have got little
worse correlation for German recordings (0.65, 0.72 vs. 0.76, 0.80 on Czech recordings). The ALS
and NSI achieved higher correlations 0.81, 0.85 on German vs. 0.68, 0.82 on Czech recordings. We
can also conclude that the measures can be considered as robust, especially those based on Bayesian
change–point detection, because there are several settings which reached consistent results. The
same was observed for Czech recordings.
The stuttering part of the database in this experiment was used in No¨th et al. (2000). One
can see that the results of current the experiment are not as good as in that research. The
highest correlation coefficient here is 0.85 (number of spectral changes in speech intervals) on the
contrary the previous study reported correlation of 0.99. The reasons for it could be, firstly, that the
measures are considered to be language–independent, they do not take specifics of German language
into account. Moreover, algorithms based on hidden Markov models were specially trained for the
German language, using the German–stuttering adapted grammar. The language–independence is
an advantage of introduced algorithms, although their performance on different languages could be
either better or worse in comparison to the language–dependent, because there are differences in
languages. Prosodic characteristics such as rhythm, stress and intonation in speech conveys some
important information regarding the identity of the spoken language (Mary and Yegnanarayana,
2008). However, there exist some similarities between prosodic features of languages, therefore
it is possible to find language–independent features, for example: pauses, fundamental frequency,
and others (Vaissiere, 1983). This would influence performance of the measurements. Probably,
different measurements settings would have to be used for different languages.
A weak point of this experiment is the database, which consists of only 34 speakers. Although
the entire spectrum of speech fluency disorder is represented, it would be preferable to have more
subjects on different levels.
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Chapter 7
Experiments on recordings with
delayed auditory feedback
The experiment on recordings with delayed auditory feedback (DAF) was carried out to find whether
it is possible to use automatic and objective measurements for setting appropriate delay of the DAF
device for individual patients.
The experiment was performed on a small group of participants, as was not extended to a larger
study, because there is a serious problem with the design of the study and character of the record-
ings. The problem with the study design lies in the nature of the task which the participants
underwent. The DAF task was performed as reading of one passage with eight different settings of
DAF. There exists effect on stuttering patients called adaptation effect, a reduction in stuttering
in successive reading of the same material by people with stuttering (Johnson and Knott, 1937,
1939; Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008). The effect tends to be very marked during the first
few readings and becomes progressively less so, generally reaching its limit where there is little or
no further effect. Most of the reduction that is to take place is evident in most cases by the fifth
reading. Therefore, in the study of successive reading of the same material and applied DAF, we
are not able to distinguish what is the effect of adaptation or DAF.
Nevertheless, we manually evaluated recordings of 11 participants by means of subjective stut-
tering scale and then compared the results of automatic objective measures to subjective evaluation.
The experiment attempted to demonstrate that the measurements are able to track individual stut-
tering patient’s performance.
7.1 Method
7.1.1 Read recordings with delayed auditory feedback
The experiments with delayed auditory feedback were carried out on recordings of 11 speakers.
The recordings with DAF comes from the same database which was recorded at Department of
Phoniatrics, 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and General Faculty hospital in Prague.
The delays chosen for the experiments were: none, 10, 20, 30, 40, 55, 80, and 110 ms. Two of
the speakers in this experiment were fluent, the rest of the participants were stutterers at different
levels of speech disfluency. The age of the two fluent participants was 31.1 and 29 years. The age
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TABLE XXI: The Kondas score (second column) and overall LBDL score (third to tenth column)
for all participants and recorded settings of DAF (delayed auditory feedback).
delay setting [ms]/overall LBDL
signal
number
Kondas
scale
0 10 20 30 40 55 80 110
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.35 6.67
75 4 125.81 65.79 36.84 36 32.43 4.05 5.41 4.05
76 3 29.27 2.7 0 1.35 0 2.74 0 1.35
77 1 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.7
78 3 31.17 8.11 2.74 1.35 5.41 13.7 13.51 0
80 4 55.56 32.39 32.39 22.22 16.42 8.57 4.62 5.8
81 2 17.11 10.81 9.46 15.15 4.05 4.05 4.05 12.16
82 3 35.21 8.57 8.57 4.29 2.86 14.29 2.86 8.57
83 0 0 0 0 1.35 0 1.35 1.35 5.41
84 2 10.53 1.35 1.35 8.11 4.05 0 0 2.7
85 3 57.33 - 25.68 - - 36 - 36.49
of stuttering participants was from 9.1 to 19.4 yr, the mean age is 13.8 yr, ±SD 3.5 yr.
The participants repeatedly and successively read the same text Podzim na Stare´m beˇlidle
with varied DAF. The passage was the same as in the study of read recordings. Patients had an
opportunity to rest for a short time between individual readings.
7.1.2 Subjective evaluation of read recordings with delayed auditory feedback
The group of 11 speakers is a part of larger database described in previous studies. All 11 partic-
ipants recorded the read recording without DAF, therefore subjective evaluation according to the
Kondas scale is available (the merged evaluation of two judges). The number of participants in
individual levels 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 is 2, 1, 2, 4, and 2, respectively. For further analysis, recordings
with all settings of DAF for all participants were evaluated by one judge. Moreover, the rate of
speech [words/time] was obtained for each recording.
The overall score using the LBDL scale for all participants and recorded settings of DAF are
given in Table XXI together with the score assigned in the Kondas scale (second column).
7.1.3 Objective measurements
The experiments with delayed auditory feedback are presented only for one automatic measurement
(NSI). We carried out the experiments also with another measurements but because of the clarity
and simplicity of presentation, the results are described for the measurement NSI.
7.2 Results
The section presents results obtained for recordings with DAF. We compared the measurements to
subjective evaluation of each recordings with varied DAF. Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 show comparison
of the NSI measurement and subjective evaluation (overall LBDL category – upper part, and
manually measured speech rate [words/min] – lower part). In the best possible case the curves of the
measurement and subjective evaluation by means of Kondas scale would be identical. The course of
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the curves of automatic measure and manually measured speech rate are opposite. We calculated
the correlation coefficient of the objective measurement and subjective evaluation for individual
signal, see Table. XXII. Figures 7.1, 7.2 are examples where the agreement between automatic
and manual methods is high. Correlation for the recording with identification number 80 reached
0.90 (speech rate manually) and -0.94 (overall LBDL), the participant is from speech disfluency
level 4 (very severe disfluency). Another example is the recording 83, level 0 (no frequent signs of
disfluency), the agreement between automatic and manual methods is 0.97 and -0.89 for speech rate
(manually measured) and overall LBDL evaluation, respectively. Figure 7.3 displays the course of
both methods for recording with identification number 84 is an example where the agreement is
not that high. The correlation reached coefficient of 0.40 (speech rate manually) and -0.43 (overall
LBDL).
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Figure 7.1: The course of the objective measurement NSI and subjective evaluation (LBDL and
manually measured speech rate) for the participant with identification number 80 (0 – fluent
speaker). It illustrates a good agreement between objective and subjective methods.
7.3 Discussion
The original purpose of the experiment with delayed auditory feedback (DAF) was to find out
whether the automatic objective measurements could be used to set up a correct delay for individual
patients. However, at the beginning a serious problem with the design of the study was found. The
task in the DAF experiment was designed as reading of one passage with varied delay. The major
problem is that it was only one passage. In stuttering there exists an effect called adaptation effect
(Johnson and Knott, 1937, 1939; Bloodstein and Bernstein Ratner, 2008), in other words, an effect
when reader learns a text and it helps her/him to read the text with less problems (Bloodstein and
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Figure 7.2: The course of the objective measurement NSI and subjective evaluation (LBDL and
manually measured speech rate) for the participant with identification number 83 (4 – very severe
level of disfluency). It illustrates a good agreement between objective and subjective methods.
Bernstein Ratner, 2008) therefore more fluent. The DAF is a device to enhance fluency in people
who stutter. Thus, when there are two possible influences on speakers fluency we would not be
able to distinguish what impact is from DAF and what is from adaptation. The study would be
possible with different design (to cover all the possible situation with speakers). The groups would
be: participants who read the text repeatedly, repeatedly with DAF, with DAF but every time
a different text. Even though there was no other group of the subjects and the study design is
wrong, the signals were used, but only to demonstrate how the automatic algorithms are able to
track individual patients’ disfluency in recordings with DAF.
Each of the participants with all settings of DAF was compared to the subjective evaluation
made by means of LBDL. The scale is reliable when used by experienced judges (Teesson et al., 2003;
Goberman et al., 2010). The assessment was carried out by one evaluator who also assessed read
and spontaneous recordings (the reliability of the evaluation in read and spontaneous recordings
was considered as good for the study). Therefore, the second round of evaluation to get intra– or
inter–judge agreement was not carried out.
The results of the comparison between objective measurements and subjective evaluation show
that the measures are able to describe the level of speech fluency in recordings with DAF. For most
of the participants, the measurements mimic the results of subjective evaluation (Figures 7.1 and
7.2). Also, the table gives the overview of the agreement (correlations) between objective measures
and subjective evaluation for all participants and all DAF recordings. Results for six of eleven
participants reached a correlation higher than 0.9 either with manually measured speech rate or
subjective evaluation by means of LBDL. Correlations between subjective evaluation and objective
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Figure 7.3: The course of the objective measurement NSI and subjective evaluation (LBDL and
manually measured speech rate) for the participant with identification number 84 (2 – moderate
disfluency). It illustrates worse agreement between objective and subjective methods.
measures for another three participants were higher than 0.68. Agreement between subjective
evaluation and objective measures for recordings of two remaining participants did not overcome
absolute value of correlation coefficient of 0.46.
The limitation of the study has been mentioned at the beginning of the discussion (the design
of the study). Because of it we are not able to differentiate between the effect of adaptation and
DAF. However, it suggests one of the future directions of the research.
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TABLE XXII: Correlation coefficient between measurements NSI and (delayed auditory feedback).
correlation
signal identification number speech rate LBDL disfluency level
74 0.95 -0.75 0
75 0.97 -0.95 4
76 0.93 -0.77 3
77 0.95 -0.14 1
78 0.70 -0.51 3
80 0.90 -0.94 4
81 0.76 -0.46 2
82 0.68 -0.80 3
83 0.97 -0.89 0
84 0.40 -0.43 2
85 0.05 -0.46 3
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The thesis focuses on objective evaluation of disfluent speech of people who stutter. The main
objective of the thesis has been to analyze disfluent speech by means of automatic and objec-
tive methods and find out whether these methods can estimate the level of speech disfluency in
recordings of different speaking tasks. The results confirmed that the automatic and objective
measurement can evaluate disfluenct speech of people who stutter. The thesis is divided into three
main studies and one short experiment and the following paragraphs provide a summary of the
thesis.
The first part of the thesis concentrates on read recordings of disfluent speech and the goal is
formulated in the question:
• Are the automatic measures able to describe fluency/disfluency in speech of stutterers?
The measurements showed a very good agreement with overall subjective evaluations made by
experienced speech–language pathologists (the highest correlation, 0.78). Strong correlations were
also found between measurements and individual symptoms of speech disfluency, especially fixed
postures without audible airflow (0.84). This finding suggests that it is possible to aim measure-
ments to different stuttering symptoms. In the case that there are measurements which correlate
with different stuttering symptoms, combination of these measurement could led to better results.
A simple combination of four measurements obtained correlations higher than that for any single
measure (0.80). Also, the ANOVA analysis revealed that the measurements are able to separate
different levels of speech disfluency, significant differences were found among all levels except fluent
and mild disfluency. These results were confirmed by the classification task, when the selected set-
ting of the NSI algorithm classified 61 subjects (52%) into the correct level of the discrete Kondas’s
scale, 50 subjects (42%) with the classification error 1, and seven participant (6%) with classifica-
tion error 2.
The second study extends the experiments made on read recordings to spontaneous recordings.
The aims of the second part are defined in the following questions:
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• Are the measures able to estimate the level of speech fluency disorder in spontaneous record-
ings?
• How does stuttering speakers’ fluency differ in read and spontaneous speaking tasks?
• Does the level of speech fluency play a role in the speaking task effect?
The results indicate that the evaluation of speech–language pathologists on speech disfluency
can be estimated by means of objective measurements in spontaneous recordings. However, the
agreement with the subjective assessment is lower than in read recordings (-0.82 and -0.52 in read
and spontaneous recordings, respectively). In particular, this part of the theisis compared read with
spontaneous recordings of people who stutter and thereby it broadens information about the speak-
ing task effect on persons with speech disfluency. We have found that the speech of participants
at different levels of disfluency is affected to various extent by the speaking tasks. Specifically, the
fluent participants and participants at lower levels of speech disfluency in general display that their
fluency is better in reading than in spontaneous task. While most of the participants with severe
disfluency showed the opposite. The participants’ ability to speak in spontaneous task is affected
less by their level of speech disfluency than in oral reading. The contribution of our research to this
issue consists in that the stuttering group was not taken as a homogeneous group but instead we
took various levels of speech fluency into consideration. The conclusion could have an implication
on the stuttering assessment procedure, since it points out that a higher distinctiveness is obtained
for read recordings (it applies for both subjective and objective methods). However, this does not
mean that the spontaneous speech should be left out of the evaluation procedure, it is an integral
part of the procedure which brings another perspective for speech–language pathologist observa-
tion.
The third part of the thesis analyzes a possible use of the objective disfluency methods in different
languages. The measurements were originally designed for Czech stuttering speakers but their
nature implied possible language–independence. The following question state the aim of the third
part:
• Are the measures able to describe the level of speech disfluency in different languages?
The experiment was carried out on read recordings of German stuttering and normal speakers.
The results suggest that the language–independent evaluation by means of automatic and objec-
tive measures is realistic. The measures showed impaired speech fluency in stuttering participants
and were able to find significant differences between typical speakers and people who stutter. Al-
though we observed a high correlation between subjective assessment and objective measurements,
the measurements did not reach the correlations obtained for language–dependent methods. This
means that the language–independent evaluation of speech disfluency is possible but better results
are reached by methods adapted to the selected language.
The fourth part of the thesis focuses on the recordings with delayed auditory feedback (DAF).
We analyzed eleven read recordings of stuttering participants with different settings of DAF. The
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goal was to find out whether the objective measurements would be a useful method in evaluation of
appropriate delay setting in the DAF device. The results indicate that the measurements are able to
track the individual settings of delay and evaluate correct delay setting for individual participants.
However, the results of this part have to be considered carefully because of the incorrect design of
the study which suggest one of possible directions in future research.
8.1 Future directions
Since the true nature of stuttering has yet to be found there is a space where to focus further
research. The automatic objective measures may be helpful in some aspects. Further research
dealing with automatic and objective measures could explore several topics:
• Although the study was carried out on a large sample of participants, it would be preferable
to confirm the results with a larger and more balanced sample of participants, i.e. more
balanced in terms of the number of participants at individual levels of disfluency.
• Tracking individual speakers for a longer time, evaluation of results and outcomes of speech
therapy (before, during, and after a therapy, after a longer time period). Individualization
of results, refraining from drawing general conclusion. Tracking time evolution of the speech
fluency disorder.
• One limitation of presented measurements is that they are primarily capable of describing
fluency related to speech rate. If they were applied in clinical evaluation, they would have to be
used in conjunction with automatic measurements considering other symptoms of stuttering,
for example repetition (No¨th et al., 2000) and prolongation (Wisniewski et al., 2007b) to
obtain a comprehensive picture of disfluency. This may suggest that one direction of future
research could deal with individual symptoms of stuttering in both speaking tasks with respect
to the level of speech fluency.
• A correctly designed study for signals with delayed auditory feedback (DAF). There would
have to be more groups of participants to differentiate the effect of adaptation from the
effect of DAF, for example: Stuttering group – recordings with DAF, one text; stuttering
group – recordings with DAF, different texts; stuttering group – recordings without DAF,
one text; stuttering group – recordings without DAF, different texts; fluent participants –
one reading passage; fluent participants – different reading passages; fluent participants – one
reading passage with DAF; fluent participants – different reading passage with DAF. The
study would try to distinguish the influence of DAF and adaptation effect.
• Would it be possible to use the algorithms for differential diagnosis? Even though the results
and conclusions are made as general and are applied on people who stutter as a group or
divided according to the level of the disfluency), the measures indicate that there are partici-
pants who speak differently than the rest of the stuttering group. We observed this especially
for the rate of speech in spontaneous recordings. There were participants who had a very
severe level of disfluency but their speech rate was at a similar level as fluent participant
or participants at mild disfluency. This could suggest a different diagnosis/problem of these
participants.
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Appendices
A Passage used in read recordings (Czech)
The text used in recordings of the read speech consists of a passage from the book Babicˇka (Grand-
mother), Bozˇena Neˇmcova´. The text is composed of 74 words, it is phonetically non–balanced, and
it does not include tongue twisters.
Podzim na Stare´m beˇlidle
V okol´ı Stare´ho beˇlidla zacˇ´ınalo by´t smutno a ticho. Les byl sveˇtlejˇs´ı, stra´nˇ zˇloutla, v´ıtr a vlny
odna´sˇely choma´cˇe stare´ho list´ı buh v´ı kam. Ozdoba sadu uschova´na byla v komorˇe. V zahra´dce
kvetla astra, meˇs´ıcˇky a umrlcˇ´ı kv´ıtky. Na louce za splavem r˚uzˇoveˇly se naha´cˇky a v noci prova´deˇla
tam sveˇte´lka svoje rejdy. Kdyzˇ babicˇka sˇla s deˇtmi na procha´zku, nezapomneˇli chlapci na pap´ırove´
draky, ktere´ pak na vrchu pousˇteˇli.
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B The first picture used in spontaneous speaking task
Figure 1: The first of the pictures that were described in the spontaneous speaking task. Positive
situation.
105
C The second picture used in spontaneous speaking task
Figure 2: The second of the pictures that were described in the spontaneous speaking task.
Negative situation.
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D Passage used in read recordings (German)
A passage Nordwind und Sonne (North Wind and Sun) which was used when recording the read
speech of German speakers. The text is 108 words long and it is a standard text used in Germany.
Nordwind und Sonne
Einst stritten sich Nordwind und Sonne, wer von ihnen beiden wohl der Sta¨rkere wa¨re, als
ein Wanderer, der in einen warmen Mantel gehu¨llt war, des Weges daherkam. Sie wurden einig,
dass derjenige fu¨r den Sta¨rkeren gelten sollte, der den Wanderer zwingen wu¨rde, seinen Mantel
auszuziehen. Der Nordwind blies mit aller Macht, aber je mehr er blies, desto fester hu¨llte sich der
Wanderer in seinen Mantel ein. Endlich gab der Nordwind den Kampf auf. Nun wa¨rmte die Sonne
die Luft mit ihren freundlichen Strahlen, und schon nach wenigen Augenblicken zog der Wanderer
seinen Mantel aus. Da musste der Nordwind zugeben, dass die Sonne von ihnen beiden der Sta¨rkere
war.
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E Instruction for speech specialist for evaluation of Czech record-
ings (in Czech)
Subjektivn´ı hodnocen´ı neplynuly´ch promluv
Pro hodnocen´ı neplynuly´ch promluv je pouzˇit syste´m hodnocen´ı LBDL (the Lidcombe Behavioral
Data Language of Stuttering) a modifikovana´ Konda´sˇova stupnice. Oba pouzˇite´ syste´my zde budou
popsa´ny kra´tce, ale snad dostatecˇneˇ, v´ıce o hodnocen´ı pomoc´ı LBLD lze naj´ıt v cˇla´nc´ıch [1, 2]
a o Konda´sˇoveˇ stupnici v [3].
Nejdrˇ´ıve o LBDL. Du˚vody procˇ pouzˇ´ıt toto hodnocen´ı jsou: 1) relativneˇ snadno se da´ pouzˇ´ıt
(prˇi poslechu se vlastneˇ deˇlaj´ı cˇa´rky za dane´ projevy); 2) da´va´ informaci o tom, kde ma´ mluvcˇ´ı
proble´m (nen´ı to pouze celkova´ zna´mka, v´ıme jestli ma´ hodneˇ repetic/prolongac´ı/... a mu˚zˇeme
zjistit, ktera´ automaticka´ meˇrˇen´ı funguj´ı, na ktere´ projevy); 3) take´ je spolehliva´ (pouzˇ´ıvaj´ı-li
hodnotitele´ s prax´ı) a s celkem jasneˇ dany´mi projevy (za co deˇlat cˇa´rky).
Kategorie a sedm charakteristik (descriptors), ktere´ se hodnot´ı (je to prˇeklad, proto je pro
jistotu uveden i anglicky´ origina´l s prˇ´ıklady popsany´mi n´ızˇe v cˇa´sti prˇ´ıklady a v nahra´vka´ch ve
slozˇce se stejny´m jme´nem):
koktavost
• Opakovane´ projevy (repeated movements)
1. repetice (opakova´n´ı) slabik (syllable repetition)
2. repetice hla´sek (necely´ch slabik) (incomplete syllable repetition)
3. repetice v´ıceslabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u (multisyllable unit repetition)
• Fixovane´ (strnule´) projevy (fixed postures)
4. fixovane´ projevy se slysˇitelny´m zvukem (prolongace) (fixed postures with audible airflow)
5. fixovane´ projevy bez slysˇitelne´ho zvuku (pauzy) (fixed postures without audible airflow)
• Nadbytecˇne´ projevy (superfluous behaviors)
6. verba´ln´ı (u´stn´ı, mluvene´) nadbytecˇne´ projevy (superfluous verbal behaviors)
7. neverba´ln´ı (nerˇecˇove´) nadbytecˇne´ projevy (superfluous nonverbal behaviors)
Protozˇe pro urcˇen´ı projevu 7 (nadbytecˇne´ neverba´ln´ı projevy) je nutna´ videonahra´vka, je tento
projev vypusˇteˇn a pouzˇ´ıvaj´ı se zbyle´, ktere´ je mozˇne´ urcˇit z audionahra´vek. Ve formula´rˇi ma´ kazˇdy´
projev svoji kolonku, do ktere´ se deˇlaj´ı cˇa´rky (uslysˇ´ı-li hodnotitel repetici “p p p podzim” udeˇla´
se cˇa´rka u repetice hla´sek (2)). Pro neˇktere´ druhy uda´lost´ı, ktere´ se objev´ı v nahra´vka´ch je mozˇne´
prˇiˇradit v´ıce druh˚u charakteristik z LBDL (veˇta z cˇla´nku: Consequently, observers in the present
study were given the option of assigning multiple descriptors to stuttering events). Tedy pro neˇktere´
uda´losti je mozˇne´ udeˇlat v´ıce cˇa´rek (do r˚uzny´ch kolonek, naprˇ. u tonoklonu “llll...lllll...lllist´ı” prˇijde
cˇa´rka k repetic´ım hla´sek ale i k prolongac´ım). Take´ se mu˚zˇe objevit situace, kdy v jednom slovu
bude prˇ´ıtomno v´ıce druh˚u uda´lost´ı “p p po po pod ...(ticho) zim” (cˇa´rky za repetici hla´sek, slabik
a pauzu naprˇ´ıklad).
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Pro dalˇs´ı zpracova´n´ı je trˇeba urcˇit celkovy´ pocˇet slov v promluveˇ. Pocˇet slov pro vsˇechny
nahra´vky je zna´m z drˇ´ıveˇjˇs´ıho zpracova´n´ı nahra´vek, ale pro kontrolu by bylo lepsˇ´ı pokud by kazˇdy´
hodnotitel urcˇil pocˇet slov, ktery´ zaznamenal.
Konda´sˇova stupnice je beˇzˇneˇ pouzˇ´ıva´na v CˇR a tak zde bude uveden pouze prˇepis emailu (ko-
munikace mezi Doc. Cˇmejlou a MUDr. Hrbkovou), ktery´ vsˇe kra´tce vystihuje: Pro hodnocen´ı jsme
zvolili 5–ti stupnˇovou klasifikaci (0 – 4), modifikaci Konda´sˇovy stupnice koktavosti. V nasˇem pojet´ı
jde o hodnocen´ı pouze podle % neplynuly´ch slov, nikoliv celkove´ hodnocen´ı narusˇene´ komunikacˇn´ı
schopnosti (viz [4] str. 331).
• 0 – zˇa´dne´ projevy neplynuly´ch slov,
• 1 – lehka´ koktavost (balbuties levis), 1–5% neplynuly´ch slov,
• 2 – strˇedn´ı koktavost (balbuties gradus medius), 6–20% neplynuly´ch slov,
• 3 – teˇzˇka´ koktavost (balbuties gravis), 21–60% neplynuly´ch slov,
• 4 – velmi teˇzˇka´ koktavost (balbuties gravis inaptus), nad 60% neplynuly´ch slov cˇi dlouhe´
prefonacˇn´ı spazmy (bloky) v de´lce trva´n´ı 2 s a v´ıce.
Vzhledem k tomu, zˇe velke´ procento pacient˚u meˇlo proble´my se cˇten´ım atˇ uzˇ ve smyslu pouhe´ho
prˇerˇeknut´ı cˇi dislexie, rozhodli jsme se po dohodeˇ s Va´mi o hodnocen´ı dvoj´ı: 1) pod oznacˇen´ım
koktavost je hodnocen´ı podle % zakoktany´ch slov – tedy pouze projev˚u koktavosti ve smyslu ton˚u
(naprˇ. slovo “ma´ma” – “mmma´ma”), klon˚u (“mma–mma–mmma´ma”) cˇi prefonacˇn´ıch spazmu˚
(neschopnost slovo vyslovit i prˇes viditelnou snahu). 2) pod oznacˇen´ım neplynulost je hodnocen´ı
podle % vsˇech neplynuly´ch slov vcˇetneˇ technicky´ch obt´ızˇ´ı prˇi cˇten´ı, proste´ho prˇerˇeknut´ı cˇi projev˚u
specif. proruchy cˇten´ı (dislexie). Stupenˇ ohodnocen´ı v kolonce koktavost a neplynulost tedy cˇasto
neodpov´ıda´. Kolonka pozna´mka je asi sp´ıˇse pro na´s (oznacˇen´ı ”dlouhe´” znamena´ dlouhe´ prefonacˇn´ı
spazmy).
Snad email vystihuje pouzˇitou stupnici dostatecˇneˇ, pokud ne, bylo by nejlepsˇ´ı se s dotazy obra´tit
prˇ´ımo na MUDr. Hrbkovou nebo MUDr. Cˇerne´ho, kterˇ´ı jako prvn´ı hodnotili nahra´vky (cˇtene´).
V tomto experimentu stacˇ´ı vyplnit pouze zna´mku za neplynulost, dle definice, jak je uvedeno vy´sˇe
ve zpra´veˇ MUDr. Hrbkove´. Ve formula´rˇi kolonka pro tuto zna´mku je posledn´ı sloupec s oznacˇen´ım
zna´mka.
Vyplneˇn´ı formula´rˇe
Prvn´ı sloupec formula´rˇe obsahuje cˇ´ısla nahra´vek, cˇ´ısla odpov´ıdaj´ı signa´l˚um umı´steˇny´m ve slozˇce
signaly. Da´le na´sleduj´ı kolonky pro hodnocen´ı pomoc´ı LBDL, oznacˇeny cˇ´ısly od 1 (opakova´n´ı
hla´sek) azˇ po 6 (nadbytecˇne´ verba´ln´ı projevy), kde lze zaznamena´vat cˇa´rky za jednotlive´ projevy
neplynulost´ı. Na´sleduje kolonka pocˇet slov, kde hodnotitel vypln´ı pocˇet slov. Tyto u´daje slouzˇ´ı pro
urcˇen´ı celkove´ho hodnocen´ı pomoc´ı LBDL.
Posledn´ı sloupec je kolonka zna´mka, zde hodnotitel vypln´ı zna´mku dle modifikovane´ Konda´sˇovi
stupnice (0, 1, 2, 3 nebo 4). Zde by bylo dobrˇe upozornit, zˇe pocˇet neplynulost´ı (pocˇet cˇa´rek
v kolonka´ch 1 azˇ 6 u LBDL) nemus´ı neodpov´ıdat pocˇtu neplynuly´ch slov, ze ktere´ho se urcˇuje
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zna´mka pomoc´ı Konda´sˇovi stupnice, protozˇe se v neˇktery´ch slovech mu˚zˇe vyskytnout v´ıce neplynu-
lost´ı nezˇ pouze jedna.
Uka´zka vyplneˇne´ho formula´rˇe je umı´steˇna v hlavn´ı slozˇce na prˇilozˇene´m DVD, soubor – ukazkaVy-
plnenyFormular.jpg.
Prˇilozˇene´ DVD, databa´ze signa´l˚u a prˇ´ıklady
V nahra´vka´ch jsou sponta´nn´ı promluvy, ktere´ vznikaly jako popis dvou obra´zk˚u (obra´zky pouzˇ´ıvane´
na Fon. Klinice, oba si jsou velmi podobne´, v jednom prˇ´ıpadeˇ jde ale o obra´zek meˇsta – pozitivn´ı
(lide´ s da´vaj´ı prˇednost, chod´ı po chodn´ıku, chovaj´ı se slusˇneˇ), druhy´ — negativn´ı (lide´ se ha´daj´ı,
rozb´ıj´ı veˇci)). De´lka promluv se pohybuje prˇiblizˇneˇ okolo 90 s.
Vsˇech 150 signa´l˚u urcˇeny´ch pro ohodnocen´ı je ulozˇeno ve slozˇce signaly. Ve slozˇce priklady lze
nale´zt audio nahra´vky k prˇ´ıklad˚um uvedeny´m u hodnocen´ı LBDL a souvisej´ıc´ıch s uka´zkami uve-
deny´mi n´ızˇe. V hlavn´ı slozˇce je kopie tohoto dokumentu (hodnoceni.pdf) a formula´rˇ pro vyplneˇn´ı,
ktere´ mohou by´t v prˇ´ıpadeˇ potrˇeby vytisknuty (formular.pdf).
Prˇ´ıklady:
1. Repetice slabik - “kdyzˇ ba... ba... babicˇka sˇla” (“where... where... where’s the ball?”);
uka´zka je v souboru priklad1.wav (“vi...v´ıtr”),
2. Repetice necely´ch slabik (hla´sek) - “p... p... p... podzim” nebo “na S... S... S... Stare´m
Beˇlidle” (“I went to S...S...Sydney...”); nahra´vka priklad2.wav (“s p... p... p... plavem”),
3. Opakova´n´ı v´ıceslabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u - “zacˇ´ı... zacˇ´ı.... zacˇ´ınalo by´t smutno ...” (“it’s a...it’s a it’s
a great...”, “what a great oper... oper... opertunity”); nahra´vka priklad3.wav (“les byl... les
byl”),
4. Fixovane´ projevy se slysˇitelny´m zvukem (prolongace) - “smmmmmutno” nebo “SSSSSSStare´m”
(“mmmmmmy one” “fffffishy gone!”); nahra´vka priklad4.wav (“byyyyla v komorˇe”),
5. Fixovane´ projevy bez slysˇitelne´ho zvuku - “Podzim na ... (bez zvuku) Stare´m Beˇlidle...”
(“I ....(no sound) bought...”) uka´zka v nahra´vce priklad5a.wav (pauza uvnitrˇ slova “s...(ticho)
tra´nˇ”) a priklad5b.wav (pauza mezi dveˇma slovy, tam kde by nemeˇla by´t “kvetla ...(ticho)
astra”),
6. Nadbytecˇne´ rˇecˇove´/mluvene´ projevy - “Podzim na–eh na–eh–oh–o na–eh na Stare´m Beˇlidle...”
zabrucˇen´ı, mrucˇen´ı, zachrochta´n´ı, ... (“I went–oh well–ah–oh well–I–well I went over...”,
grunting) uka´zka v priklad6.wav (“(odkasˇla´n´ı)... e... eh.. eh...ee”),
7. Nadbytecˇne´ neverba´ln´ı/nemluvene´ projevy – grimasy, za´sˇkuby teˇla, tiky, a-dalˇs´ı (nutna´ video
nahra´vka) (tics, grimacing) bez uka´zky (v tomto prˇ´ıpadeˇ se nepouzˇ´ıva´).
V mnoha prˇ´ıpadech se nejedna´ pouze o jednotlive´ projevy, ale o kombinaci v´ıce, a jak bylo
popsa´no vy´sˇe hodnotitele´ maj´ı mozˇnost tyto kombinovane´ projevy zaznamenat do v´ıce kolonek (za
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jedno slovo, ve ktere´m se objev´ı v´ıce projev˚u koktavosti naprˇ. repetice a prolongace za´rovenˇ, udeˇlat
dveˇ cˇa´rky). Zde jsou uvedeny mozˇne´ kombinace (nejsou zdaleka vsˇechny):
priklad7.wav (“bje–e bje–e bje–ee beˇlidla”) kombinace repetice slabik a nadbytecˇny´ch rˇecˇovy´ch
projev˚u (je tedy mozˇne´ da´t dveˇ cˇa´rky, jedna za repetice slabik a jedna za nadbytecˇne´ rˇecˇove´ pro-
jevy),
priklad8.wav (“ssss... sssstare´ho”) kombinace repetic hla´sek a prolongace (tonoklon), tedy dveˇ
cˇa´rky, jedna pro repetice hla´sek a jedna pro prolongace,
priklad9.wav (“l...l...les byl...les byl”) kombinace repetic hla´sek a v´ıce slabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u, je tedy
mozˇne´ prˇipsat cˇa´rku za repetice hla´sek a opakova´n´ı v´ıce slabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u,
priklad10.wav (“na lll... na lll... na lllouce”) kombinace repetic v´ıceslabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u a prolon-
gace, mu˚zˇeme udeˇlat cˇa´rku pro opakova´n´ı v´ıceslabicˇny´ch vy´raz˚u a cˇa´rku pro prolongace,
priklad11.wav (“e... vzahra´dce... (ticho) ...ee... kvetla”) spojen´ı pauzy a nadbytecˇny´ch rˇecˇovy´ch
uda´lost´ı, mozˇne´ da´t jednu cˇa´rku za pauzu a jednu za nadbytecˇne´ projevy,
priklad12.wav (“u... u... schoooova´a´a´a´a´na by´y´y´y´la v komorˇe”) toto je sp´ıˇse uka´zka, jak mu˚zˇe
vypadat cˇa´st hodnocene´ho signa´lu, kde se objev´ı v´ıce projev˚u za´rovenˇ, repetice, prolongace,...
U uvedeny´ch prˇ´ıklad˚u a jim podobny´m bych se sp´ıˇse klonil k tomu, aby byly zaznamena´va´ny
takto v´ıcena´sobneˇ, ale je na hodnotiteli, zda to bude deˇlat (jak je uvedeno, je to pouze mozˇnost,
nen´ı to pozˇadova´no). V neˇktery´ch prˇ´ıpadech se mu˚zˇe sta´t, zˇe dana´ cˇa´st signa´lu nebude u´plneˇ
jednoznacˇna´ a v tom prˇ´ıpadeˇ je na hodnotiteli, aby se rozhodl, co lze zaznamenat a co ne.
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F Form for subjective evaluation
Figure 3: Partly filled form for subjective evaluation of recordings.
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G Histograms of subjective evaluation of spontaneous recordings,
effect of speaking task
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Figure 4: Histogram of the values of subjective evaluation made by means of the LBDL on
spontaneous recordings (92 participants) for all judges and their merged evaluation.
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H Comparison of all measurements with evaluation of speech-
language pathologists (LBDL) in spontaneous recordings
TABLE XXIII: The Pearson correlation coefficients and the levels of significance (in parentheses
when p > 0.001) for one selected setting of each measure in comparison to the LBDL descriptors
in evaluation of speech-language pathologists.
measure
descriptor ALS RSE REV ESF SET SDI11 SCSI NSI ROS
SR 0.18 0.08 -0.08 -0.03 0.10 -0.07 -0.01 -0.22 -0.18
ISR 0.35 0.24 0.24 -0.16 0.25 0.12 -0.13 -0.33 -0.34
MSUR 0.29 0.19 0.13 -0.15 0.12 0.18 -0.14 -0.23 -0.23
FPWAA 0.36 0.34 0.25 -0.38 0.48 0.27 -0.36 -0.47 -0.41
FPWOAA 0.72 0.42 0.72 -0.57 0.38 0.55 -0.57 -0.72 -0.73
SVB 0.19 0.06 0.21 0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.04 -0.11 -0.26
repeated 0.33 0.20 0.10 -0.12 0.20 0.05 -0.10 -0.33 -0.31
fixed 0.57 0.43 0.50 -0.53 0.51 0.44 -0.51 -0.65 -0.61
overall 0.52 0.33 0.38 -0.30 0.35 0.23 -0.28 -0.52 -0.52
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